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If 'Jl is a model with universe t '  and O !>'~t~" where q ix a llxcd positixc integer, we put 'JI(Q) 
for the expansion of ~1 with the new relation O. We stud~ sets of rdations defined by 
xx, hcre tr ix a )hxt-o~xter sentence with equality of the appropriate type and tUI ~ R,,. For s,mae 
simple cou,ltablc struetm'cs ~1, we show tilat Nllr) ix almost all of *t~2 or almost none of it. f~r 
certain tope)ogles and nleasures. \V,2 )lave alla]ogous results for the cardinaliiy of S(~r/for some 
finite strucnu'cs ~I with large enough U, 
Some of the structures xve cxanline, ill both the countable and finite case, arc sets with a 
successor relatioll arid cyclic groups. 
!. Introduction 
We shall s tudy certain sets of relat ions def ined in the following way. Let ~I be a 
fixed structure with universe U. where  [U I= Re. and let q be a fixed positive 
integer. Let cr be a f irst-order sentence with equal i ty appropr  ate to structures of 
the form ?I(Q). where 21(Q) is the expans ion of ?1 with tile new relation Q c ' ,U .  
Then  we define 
Stir) --- {0  c_ *IU : 21(Q)l=tr}. 
We could just as easily consider  sets of finite sequences  of relat ions (Q~ . . . . .  O,,). 
We also study sets of relat ions def ined in finite structures.  Let cr be i:.; above. 
and for each m < to. let ~1,,, be a structure with universe n,,, < to. Then  
S(~r, m ~ = {O ~- '%,  :~21,,, tO)  ~¢r}. 
We prove 0 -1  laws for S(cr) in certain countable structures and for S(m m) in 
certain sequences  of  finite structures.  Ou:  results extend the 0 - I  laws in model  
theory which were discovered by Ga i fman [8], Reyes [20], Fagin [6]. and 
Mycielski [17]. Our  methods  are qui te  different than the methods  of these 
authors.  
These  0 -1  laws perta in to the size of S(cT) in countable structures and to the 
size of S (m m) for large n., in sequences  of  finite structures.  The  not ions of size 
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we shall use are the following. Let U be any set and q < to. We represent relations 
O cqU as points in the space "tF2 in the usual way. That is, we identify O with the 
function (,E~ :s c q U), where e~ ~ {0, 1 } and e~ = 1 if and only if s ~ O, Let v: be the 
standard product measure in "tJ2, i.e., V- -~ ~t~ where p(0) = p(i) -- ~. Given a set 
S_c"t~2, it S is measurable we say that V(S) is the probability that O chosen at 
random is in S. For IUI<,Ro all such S are measurable and v,(S)= ISJ/2 ~t'l'. 
For countable U we also regard "t~2 as a topological space with the product 
topology, treating 2 as a discrete two point space. Thus *t'2 is homeomorphic to 
the Cantor discontinuum. For any set Sc"t~2, meager means of the first category 
and comeager means complement of meager. 
Note that for all sentences tr, S(cr) represents a Borel set in "ts2, and therefore 
S(tr) is measurable and has the property of Baire (see Oxtoby [19]). 
The most general result on the size of S(tr) is the following, 
Theorem 1|.1 (Mycielski [17]). If the group of auumwrphisn~s of the etmmabh, 
structure ~l has no finite orbits, then S(tr) is meager or comeager and S(tr) is of 
measure 0 or I. 
A proof is given in Section 9. 
The first question raised by Mycielski is under what conditions Theorem 1.1 can 
be refined as follows. 
1.2. Add to the conclusion of Theorem I. 1 that S(cr) is meager it" and only if it is of 
measure O. 
This equivalence fails even for the structure (~, ~<), see Example 7,2 below. A 
very strong condition sufficient for the equivalence was given by Mycielski, see 
Theorem 2.3 below. 
Our main result consists in developing a workable condition called here 
k-extendibility (unfortunately quite involved) which implies that 1,2 holds for all 
tr with k quantifiers. Our main application for countable structures is that the 
"homogeneous group of integers with a successor function", i,e. (Z, ~, x+ I), 
where T- is the ternary homogeneous addition ¢-(x, y, z) = x + y - z, is k-extendible 
for all k <to, and hence satisfies 1.2. 
Other, more natural, examples of k-extendible structures are non- 
homogeneous (even some without automorphisms). Among these are (Z, +, x + 1) 
and (to, x + l). Here 1.2 fails but the following result holds. 
1,3. k-extendibility implies that there exists a partition of "t~2 into finitely many 
clopen sets "~1 . . . . .  o}(,~ such that far event cr with k quanti~ers and et~e~, i=  
1 . . . . .  n, either S(cr) f3 X~ is meager and of measuwe O, or X~ - S(tr) is meager and 
of measure (L 
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Thus, for all k-extendible structures, g(S(cr)) is a dyadic rational, i.e. of the 
form u[2 ~ for some nonnegative integers u and v where u ~ 2". 
All of the proofs that a given structure is k-extendible are rather tedious. 
However, k-extendibility is preserved under direct product, disjoint union, and 
addition of individual constants to a structure. This enables us to construct many 
k-extendible structures, e,g. (7/, +, x + 1) is k-extendible since (2~, -Z-, x + 1) is and 
+ can be defined from • by adding the constant 0. We note that in view of the 
nonextendibility of (~, ~<) for k ~>9 and the k-extendibility of (2~, ~, x ~ 1) for all 
k <co, the concept of k-extendibility constitutes a rather delicate discriminator. 
We have analogous results for sequences of finite models. The condition of 
k-extendibility for sequences of finite structures is defined and 0-1 laws for 
k-extendible sequences are derived, The main application pertains ~o t ie  sequ- 
ence of structures (n, • (mod n), x + 1 (rood n)). It is shown that for every k there 
is an integer a such that for each integer b, the subsequence of structures of 
cardinality congruent to b (rood a) is k-extendible. Therefore, for ar~y sentence o- 
with k quantifiers, the limit of tt(S(cr, an+b))  is 0 or 1. For sequences of 
nonhomogeneous structures the limit need not be 0 or l, but must still be a dyadic 
rational, Among thesc we have (n, + (rood n), x + I). To complete the analogy 
between k-extendibility for countable structures and sequences of finite struc- 
tut'cs, we show in Example 7.5 that the sequence of structures (n, ~<) is not 
2-extendible, nor is any subsequence of it. Also, k-extendible sequences obey 
similar closure la~s under direct product, disjoint union, and addition of indi- 
vidual constants. 
For a more detailed outline of our results, see Section 2. We now outline the 
historical background and give some motivation for our work. 
The earliest 0-1 laws in model theory were on sets of relations defined in 
structures of the form (U), Iut~,,. That is, letting cr be a sentence of type (q), 
1.4. S(cr)={O~_~"to :(co, Q)l:~r}. 
1.5. S(cr. n )={Qc_"n  :(n, O)~cr} for tl <~o, 
Working independently on case 1,4, Gaifman [8], studying ~(S(cr)), and Reyes 
[20], studying the topological size of S(cr), implicitly proved the following. 
Theorem 1.6 (Gaifman, Reyes), Letting cr range over all sentetwes of type (q), we 
put T,~ = {or :/.t(S(cr)) = 1} and Tt = {or : S(cr) is comeager}, Their 7",, = T~, arid T,, is 
a complete and decidable theo~'. 
Theorem 1.6 was proved by giving an axiomatization A of a complete theory T 
such that every c~ E A has probability 1 and S(a) is comeager. Thus./z(S(cr)) = 1 
and S(cr) is comeager for every ere T, The axioms of A state that in every model 
M of A, every finite part of M has one point extensions in M of all possible kinds, 
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This theory T was discovered earlier (about 1958, but not published), by S. 
Jagkowski, who proposed it as an example of a theory categorical in power ~:~ but 
not finitely axiomatizable over the axiom schema of infinity 
A. Ehrenfeucht and C. RylI-Nardzewski provec~ that T is R0-categorical la~d 
therefore complete and decidable) by the now obvious back and forth argument. 
They also proved that T is not obtainable from the axiom schema of infinity by 
the addition of a finite number of axioms. 
More recently, Fagin [6] obtained a similar result for case 1.5. 
Theorem 1.7 (Fagin). Let cr be a semence of  type ( q ). Then lira . . . .  g l S ( c¢, n ) ) = 0 
or l, and the theory {or :lira . . . .  v,(S(tr, n))= 1} is complete and decidable, 
To prove Theorem !.7, Fagin used the above axiomatization A of ,lagkowski's 
theory T. A combinatorial rgument shows lira ..... v(S(~, n))= 1 for all a ¢ A, It 
follows that {o-:lim . . . .  ~(S(cr, n))= 1} = T, and one gets Theorem 1.7. 
The first 0-1 laws for more complicated types of structures were obtained by 
Mycielski (Theorems 1.1 and 2,3) and Ehrenfeucht (Theorem 2.17). Our Corol- 
laries 4.12 and 4.16 extend Theorem 1.6 of Gaifman and Reyes and Theorem 2.3 
of Mycielski. and our Corollary 5.10 and Theorem 5.12 extend Theorem 1.7 of 
Fagin. 
One interpretation of our results is that they show a limitation of ~he expressive 
power of certain first-order languages. For example the languages involving 
addition and successor studied here can define only very small sets of relations or 
sets of relations whose complement is very small. 
A related question is whether a given set of relations is definable in a given 
language. Of course, for the case ~l =(U).  G6del's compactness thecrem [16] 
yields a score of counterexamples, e.g.. the undefinability of the set of well- 
ordering relations (for infinite U). For the case '?1 = (2~, +, ~<) the first result of this 
kind is the following. 
Theorem 1.8 (Mycielski [15]). Let C be the se~ of  all O c:_-:~ which are ~inite and 
connected in the sense that a chess king can visit all o f  Q without leaving O, and let 
91 = (77, 4,  <~). Then there is no ]irst-order sentence tr such that C = S(crh 
It is not known whether C = S(v) for any sentence s of the monadic second- 
order language of (7/, 0, x + 1, Q). The following, conceptually simpler, problem 
stated in [15] was only recently solved by the author [121], 
Theorem 1~9, Let E be the set o]" all Q ~ to that are finite and of  even c,~rdinaliD', 
and let ~,1 "= (~., +). Then a~ere is no ~irst-ordet sentence tr such dmt E = S(ct). 
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For other related results and problems, see [14] and [15]. 
Lastly, there are close connections between finite model theory and computa- 
tional complexity (see Jones and Selman [9], and Fagin [5]). The following is an 
extensio,1 of some of these earlier results. For every finite sequence e = 
t ' . . . , e , ,~  of 0"s and I's we let ~t,. =(n.  +. R,.). where R~. ={ i<n:e~ = I} and 
S(m ~')= {Og"n  :Pl,,(O}~tr} for cr of type (3, I, q}. Let NP be the well-known 
class of languages in {0. I}* recognizable by nondeterministic Turing machines in 
polynomial time (see Cook [3] and Karp [10]). 
Theorem 1.10 (Lynch [11]), Let X c_{O, 1}*. Then X ~ NP/ /and  only if there is a 
sentence tr such that X = {e :S~c,, e) ¢ ~}. Further, if X is recognizable by a 
nondeterministic Taring machine i~ time n" where q is at! integer, then the relational 
symbols o[ (r can be of degree q or less. 
Some of tile basic ideas of this paper are due to Jan Mycielski. In particular, he 
suggested the Ehrcnfeucht and Mazur games as methods of proving our theorems, 
and he had an intuitive notion of "'padding" which we formalized into our notion 
of k-extendibility (Sections 4 and 5). We are also indebted to Matatyahu Rubin 
for his helpful suggestions, especially some remarks that led to our results on 
cyclic groups, and to Jan Mycielski and Andrzej Ehrenfencht for permission to 
include proofs of Theorems 1,1, 2,3 and 2.17. 
2. Results 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of model theory 
and first-order logic {see e,g. [16]}. Letting U and V be sets, \U  is the set of 
functions from V into [~. In particular, for a positive integer q, qU is the set of all 
q-luples of elernents of U and ~t~2 is the set of all q-ary relations oil /3. U* is the 
set of all finite sequences of elements of U. We identify every ordinal a with the 
set of ordinals less than ee, e.g,, w = {0, I • . .} and n = {0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1} for n <¢o. 
A type is a memt~er of :¢o, whine I is a set, A relational structure ?l is said to be 
of type p if ~)1 = (/,,', P )~ ,  where U is a set and P, c P"~U for t ~ I, This definition 
can be extended to algebraic structures involving functions and constants in a 
natural xvay. 
Let K be a set. and let qE~:co. For t¢ ~ K, let OK ~q~U.  We put ')I(O~)~K = 
(tL P,. (.)~}~q,,~¢~:. and we say that ~l(O~}~t~ is an expansion of Pl of type pq. 
Given a type p E ~o. the first-order formulas of type p are constructed as 
follows. We use the letters u i, t,i . . . .  where j < ~o as variables. Atomic formulas are 
expressions of the form t'i =t'~ and I~(v~,. . . . .  t~,,,.) where te  I. The remaining 
formulas are generated by applying the logical connectives of propositional logic 
such as "-a(negation) and A(conjunction). and the first-order quantifiers : l(there 
exists~ and V(for all}. We use cr.r . . . .  to denote formulas, where, e.g., 
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or(V1 . . . . .  vn) is a formula whose free variables are vt . . . . .  v.. A formula with no 
free variables is a sentence. 
Given a formula ¢r(v~ . . . . .  v,,) of type p and e lemelds at  . . . . .  a ,  in a model  ~1 
of type p, we put 91~cr(al . . . . .  a,,) if cr is true in ~,~1 with a~ assigned to t~ for 
1 ~< i <~ n. The  theory of ~1, Th  (~I), is the set {tr :,~1 ~ o'} where tr ranges over  ~11 
sentences of type p. Lett ing q5 be a set of sentences of the same type, Mod (~)  .:s 
the class of all models  of ~,  i.e., the class of all models  ~I such that ~ ~_ Th (?1). 
The  central not ion of our  results is k-extendibi l i ty.  Since it is rather  compli-  
cated, we first describe a simpler condit ion formulated by Mycielski [17]. 
Definit ion 2.1. Let  9lo = (Uo, P0~),~ and ?l~ = (U~, Pt~),~l be two relat ional  struc- 
tures of type p. For any j<oo  and any sequences (a~ . . . . .  a~)~Uo and 
(bj . . . . .  bi)~i/_/i, we s~ly that (a~ . . . . .  a~) is isomorphic to (bt . . . . .  b~) if the 
structures ({al . . . . .  a~}, Po~ fqPt"{al . . . . .  ai}, a~ . . . . .  a~),.i and ({b~ . . . . .  b,}, P ,  
fq~t"{b~ . . . . .  hi}, b~ . . . . .  b~)~,l are isomorphic. 
Definit ion 2.2. Let ?l be a countable structure with universe U. We say that ?l is 
extendible if, for every j<to, every (al . . . . .  a.), (bl . . . . .  b~)~U such that 
(a~ . . . . .  a~) is isomorphic to (b~ . . . . .  b~), and every a~+~  U there exist infinitely 
many b~÷~ U such that (a~ . . . . .  a i+0 is isomorphic to (b~ . . . . .  b~0.  
Theorem 2.3 (Mycielski [17]). If ~1 is extendible, then ]br et'eD" q < ~o ~here xists a 
set W ~ {Q:Q ~ q U} which is comeager and of measure 1 such that ff 0o. QI ~ W, 
then ~l(Ot~) is isomorphic to ~l(O~). l-~rther, letting T,, = {o' :~(S(or) )= 1}, T,,~ is 
complete and decidable in Th (Pl), i.e., the decision problem for I,, reduces to the 
decision problem ~br Th (Pl). 
Remark  2.4. In order  to prove Theorem 2.3, it was necessary to include the 
proviso that there are infinitely many b~+t and not simply that there exists some 
b i~ (as stated in [17]). A counterexample is (~, ~<, D , ) ,~  where D,(x, y) if and 
only if x -  y = i. By Example 7.2 W does not exist, yet Definit ion 2,2 holds if the 
words "infinitely many-  are deletezt, We do no~ know if there exists a counterex-  
ample of finite type, 
It is clear that the followit~g structures are extendible:  (U)  where [Ut= No, the 
unique countable model M of Jagkowski 's theory 7", and (O, ~<) where O is the set 
of rational numbers.  In particular, applying Theorem 2.3 to (U)  gives us Theorem 
1.6 of Gai fman and Reyes. 
Extendibi l i ty is essentially an inductive condit ion that enables us to per form the 
back and forth argument  on ?1(Oo) and PI(O~). for all Oo, O~ *~: W, To show this, 
assume a~ . . . . .  a i in ~l(Oo) and bl . . . .  ; b i in ~l(O~) have been chosen i,~ the back 
and forth argument so that (al . . . . .  a~) and (bt . . . . .  b,) are isomorphic.  Since 
there are infinitely many choices for extending the isomorphism (in ?ll to 
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(at . . . . .  g+~) and (b~ . . . . .  bi. 0, almost surely some extension will also preserve 
O,~ and Or. 
In Section 4 we define a notion weaker  than extendibil ity, called k- 
extendibi l i ty, which has roughly the fol lowing meaning. For i+ j<~k <to  and 
(a~ . . . . .  g )  in ~U, we define a finite substructure CI (i. al  . . . .  , g )  of ~1 containing 
a~ . . . . .  a v Then ~.~1 is k -extendib le  if CI has the foUowing property (among 
others). For i>0  and any aj+l,b~ . . . . .  b i~U such that C l ( i .a~ . . . . .  a i) and 
C! (L b~ . . . . .  b i) are isomorphic,  there are infinitely many bi+ 1 ~ U such that the: 
i somo~hism can be extended to CI ( i -  1. a~ . . . . .  a~.0 and CI (i - 1, b~ . . . . .  hi+,) 
and for distinct b~,t's the e' - ,"nsions of C l ( i - l ,b~ . . . . .  b~) to C I ( i - -  
1, b~ . . . . .  b j .0  are pairwise disjoint, k-extendibi l i ty implies there exists a set 
W c {O : O c_,U} which is comeager  and of measure 1 and a part it ion of {O : O 
"U} into finitely many clopen sets X~ . . . . .  X,, such that for e :ery  i = 1 . . . . .  n, if 
O0. Ot ~ WNX, .  then the Ehrenfeucht  game of length k o~ ~.1 (Oo) and Pl (O1) is 
a ~xin for player !I. k-extendibi l i ty is a weaker  notion than extendibil ity, as shown 
by the structure (to. x + 1). which is k -extendib le  for all k <to  but not extendible.  
Ft~rther condit ions on 91. which are satisfied by all the structures tudied here, 
imply ta(S(~r)) is computable in Th (';~I), i.e, the problem of compt, ting /z(S(tr)) 
reduces to the decision problem for Th (".~1). 
In Section 5 we prove similar theorems for sequences of finite structures 
071,. :m <to) .  extending Theorem 1.7 of Fagin. We define k-extendibi l i ty for 
sequences of finite models  and show for such sequences that lira . . . .  p.(S(cr, m) )= 
. /2  ~' where u, v <(o. u ~<2". This limit is computable  for all the sequences tudied 
bere. 
The  following theorems are applications of otlr general theorems on k- 
extendible structures, Thei r  proofs are given in Section 6. 
Theorem 2.5. Let ?1 = (to, x + 1) Then ~t(S(~r)) = , /2 '  )'or some mmnegative inte- 
gers u and v. and/x(S{tr) )  is computable. 
All possibil it ies in Theorem 2.5 can be realized, i.e. given u. t" <(~ such that 
~ ~ 2 ~'. there is a sentence (r such that ~(S(o ' ) )=  u/2". One such tr (for unary Q) 
can be constructed by letting Rt . . . . .  R ,  be any , distinct subsets of v. and 
forming tr such that tr is true if and only if O (q t' is one of R~ . . . . .  R.. 
Theorem 2.6. For n <to let ~31,, =(n .  x + 1 (rood n)). Then lira . . . .  p.IS(cr, ,~)) = 0 or 
l, and this limit is computable. 
Theorem 2.7. For n<to  let ~?1,, =(n .  x+ 1), Then lira ..... /atS(tr, ~) )= u/T' for 
some nomwgatire imegers u and v, amt this limit is computable. 
Again, all possibil it ies in Theorem 2,7 can be realized. 
Theorem 2.8. Let ')1 = (~. -~. x + 1) where -~(x, y. z) = x + y - z. and let T,. be as in 
Tt~eorcm 2.3. and  T, = {~r :S(~r) is comeager}. Then 7;,, = T, and 7.. is complete 
and decidahh~. 
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Corollary 2.9. Let ~I=(2LE, x + I} where E=l{ , ' , x ,  y, a te"g :bv -x l= ly -  :]}, 
i.e. E is ttle quaternary equidistance relation on ~. Then T,, = T, and ~., is complete 
and decidable. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2,8 since E is definable in (Z, ~} by 
E(w, x, y, z)~-+~(w, z x) = y v-t-(w, y, x) = :, 
Thus, any sentence in the language of (2~, E, x + 1, O} is equivalent to a sentence 
in the language of (Z, q-, x + 1, O) .  
As  applications of  our theorems on addition of individual constants and direct 
products, we have the following two corollaries, which we will prove in Section 6. 
Corollary 2.10. Let ~1 =(~, +, x+ 1}. Then /z(S(cr))= u/2 ~' for some nonnegatire 
integers u and t,, and p.(S(tr)) is computable. 
Corollary 2.11. Let ~1 be tile direct product of a ]iniw mmd,er ~q" countable cyclic 
groups. Then ttle same conclusions as in ('orollary 2, I0 hohl, 
Problem 2.12. Can Corollary 2.11 be extended to the direct product or direct 
sum of a countable number of countable cyclic groups? 
Theorem 2.13. For n <to let ?l,, = (n, • (mod nL x+ 1 (rood n)). Then there is a 
positit~e integer a, computable from the manber of quantifiers of t r, s~tctl that if 
0 ~ b < a. Ihen 
,!in~ v.(S~o', an + b)) =0 or 1. 
and each sttch limit is compmable. 
Corollary 2.14. For n<to let ~)1,, =(n, E, ,x+ l (modn)), where E,, ={(w,x, 
y, =)e4n :w-x  = ±(y -z )  (rood n)}, i.e. 17,,, is the quaternary cquidistance 
relation of n points arranged at equal intereals on a circle. Then tilt' same 
conclusions as it. Theorem 2,13 hohl, 
The proof of Corollary 2 14 is tile same as tile proof of Corollary 2.9. 
Corollary 2.15. For n<~o let '~i,, =(n. + (rood nL x+ 1} Then there is a positice 
integer a, conlputahle from the number of quantifiers of or, such that if O~ b< a, 
then 
/i_n~ ~(S(m an + b)) = ud2'' 
for some nomlegatit:e integers ~h, and e~,, aml each such limit is computable. 
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Corol lary 2.16. Let s<,o  and for each r<s.  let (~.~1,,, :m <¢o) be a sequence of 
finite cyclic groups such that {[?1,,,, f: m < ~o) is nondecreasing. For each m < (o let 
• m , ml 
r , ,  
the din,or product of ')1o,,,. . . . .  ~1. ~ ~.,,,. Then ~o splits into a finite number of disjoint 
subsequences N'I . . . . .  Na such that for c = 1 . . . . .  d. 
lira ~(Sicr. m))= ufl2", 
for some nonnegatit'e integers u,. and v,.. Given ," and a reeursive emtmeration o]" 
(?1,,, : m ~ N,.). this limit ix computable. 
We do not know whether  all possibil it ies in theorem 2.13 and Corol laries 2.14 
and 2.15 can be realized. That  is. given a >0 and u~, . . . . .  u,, ~.  t'~, . . . . .  v,_ ~ < co 
such that 1~,~2 "~ for b<a.  does there exist a sentence cr such that, letting 
?1,, = (n, + (rood nL x + 1). 
,!!"2 ~.s~,.. , , , ,  + I , ) )  = ,,,,/>, 
for b < a? However,  for ?1. = {n, +), such a ~r does exist. 
Section 9 contains proofs of Theorem 1.1 (of Mycielski) and the following 
theorem, which predated our  investigations of 0--1 laws and do not follow from 
our  results. 
Theorem 2.17 (Ehrenfeucht) .  Let er be a sentel,ce of type (2 .1)  and let ~)1,, = 0z. ~<) 
]~)r each n. Then l im ........ /.t(S(~r. nl) exists. 
In Section 7 we give counterexamples showing that finite l inear orderings are 
not 2-extendible.  Lett ing ?1,, be as in Theorem 2.17 above, we show there is a 
sentence cr of type (2, 2) with two quantif iers such that 
lira tx(S(o-, n)) = h ( 1 - 2 ~ ). 
which is irrational (see [2]). Since lim ...... ~t(S(~r. n)) must be rational for any 
k-extendib le  sequence, no subsequencc of {{n. ~<) :n<w)  is k-extendible for 
k ~ 2. We do not know whether  Theorem 2.17 holds for o- of type (2. q}. q > 1. 
A somewhat  similar situation exists for countable l inear orderings. Benda [ 1] 
has announced that,  for cr of type (2, 1) and ? I=(Y ,~) .  "/;,, = 7~ .and T,,, is 
complete and decidable. In Section 7 we give an example of a o- of type (2.2} 
such that /x(S(tr ) )=t l  but S(~r) is comeager.  Also. Benda's  result cannot be 
extended to (2. -T-. ~} and unary O. since we outl ine an example of a ~r of Iype 
(4, 2. I} such that/.t lS(~r)) =0 but S(cr) is comeager.  (g, <~) and (g. q-, <~) therefore 
serve as examples of structures uch that T,,, and T, are complete (by 1. l). but 
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T,, ~ Tt. An earlier, more complicated, example of such a structure was found by 
Mycielski [14]. 
3. Techniques 
Our proofs will use the following games. 
3.1. The Ehren|eucht game. Let ~10 and ?1~ be two structure~ of the same ',ype 
and let k <00. The Ehrenfeucht game rk(21o, ~10 is the following game of perfect 
information. Player I begins by choosing an element in one of the structures, ay 
~I~. Player II then chooses an element in the other structure, ~I[H, The players 
continue to choose alternately, the ]th choice of player I being in either of the 
structures, ay ~1~,, and the ]th choice of player II being in 2li-~., until each player 
has made k choices. For J = I . . . . .  k, let a i be the/'th element chosen in ~1o and b~ 
be the ]th element chosen in ~1~. Player II wins if (at . . . . .  a~) is isomorphic ~o 
(b~ . . . . .  bD. 
Theorem 3.2 (Ehrenfeucht [4]). Consider the followi~lg two coplditions, where ?1o 
and ~lt are models of the same type. 
(i) ~,)l~ and ~1~ cam~ot be distinguished by a first-order sentence with k quantifiers. 
(ii) The game /'k(21~,21t) is a win for player 1I. 
For all ~1o and 91~, (ii) implies (i). If ?1o and 2It are, o]" finite type, then (i) and (ii) 
are equivalent. 
Only the easier implication (i i)~(i) will be used in our proofs. 
3.3. The Mazur game. For Sc_'{0. 1}, the following game r(s~ of perfect 
information is played. Beginning with player I, the two players alternately ch~x~se 
non-empty sequences .,, s, . . . .  in {0, 1}*. We concatenate them into one se- 
quence s = (sosl • " ")~ ~{0, 1}. Player I1 wins if s ~ S and player I wins otherwise. 
Theorem 3.4 (Banach, Oxtoby). The followin,~ c(mditi(ms art, equivalent. 
(i) S is comeager in "'{0, 1}, 
(ii) I'(S) is a will ]'¢~r player II. 
The first proof of this theorem was announced by S. Banach in 1935 as a 
solution to S. Mazur's problem 43 in the Scottish Book, and the first published 
proof is due to Oxtoby [18]. Only the more difficult implication (ii):~,(i) will be 
used in our proofs. 
This is a very useful test for comeager sets. For example, S. Ulam has remarked 
that this test immediately implies the following refutation of the tol~)logical 
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analogue of the st rong law of largz numbers :  
The  set of to-sequences of O's and l ' s  in which 1 has a f requency is 
meager .  
tO1 
4. General  theorems for countable structures 
In this section, we define the k inds of countable structures our  techniques apply 
to and extend the theorem of Ga i fman and Reyes (Theorem 1.6) to such 
structures.  Throughout  this section p ¢ tto will be a fixed type, ~I = (U, P~)~ will 
be a fixed countable structure of type p, and q will be a fixed positive integer. 
For j<~o, (h . . . . .  a~ U, let F(a~ . . . . .  a~) be the set of finite structures .xt of 
the form (V. P, nP"~V, al . . . . .  a,),~t where V_  U and a~ . . . . .  a i ~ V. For such A 
and O_~qU, A(Q)  will denote  A(Qn"v) .  
Definit ion 4.1. We say that ~l is k -extendib le  where k <to if there exisis a 
funct ion CI on {(i, al . . . . .  a i) : i + j ~ k, al . . . . .  a i ~ U}, called the closure operator  
for ?1, such that 
(i) CI (i, al . . . . .  a~}~ F(a l  . . . . .  a,}, 
(ii~ For all al . . . . .  a inU.  Cl ( i - l , a l  . . . . .  ai)c_Cl( i ,  ax . . . . .  ai) if i>0 ,  and 
Cl( i .  a l  . . . . .  a i Oc_Cl( i .  al  . . . . .  a i) i f j>O.  
(iii) Let i >0  and al . . . . .  av~l. bl . . . . .  b i ~ U such that there is an isomorphism 
I" f rom Cl( i .  al  . . . . .  a,) onto Cl( i ,  bl . . . . .  b~), If C l ( i - l , a~ . . . . .  ai+l)_~ 
C1 (i. al  . . . . .  a,), then 
f( C1 ( i - 1, a 1 . . . . .  ai ~ ~ )) = C I ( i - 1, b x . . . . .  b i, [( ai~ ~ )). 
If CI t i -- l, a l . . . . .  a~ ~1 ~ CI (i, th . . . . .  a~). there is a set {G : r < w} ~ U such that 
C l ( i - I , Ih  . . . . .  bi, G)NCl ( i - l ,b~ . . . . .  bi, cO=Cl ( i - I , th  . . . . .  b,) for r#s ,  
and for each r<to  there is an i somorph ism g~ from CI ( i -1 ,  at . . . . .  a,, 0 onto  
CI (i - I, bl . . . . .  b,, G) such that g , (c )=f (c )  for all c~CI  ( i -  1, al . . . . .  a,). 
in Section 2, we stated that extendible structures tDelinit ion 2.2) were k-  
extendible for all k <to. To  see this. let ?1 be extendible. For i . j<to  and 
((h . . . . .  a , )~ 'U ,  we define 
4.2. CI O, a, . . . . .  a)  = ({a~ . . . . .  a~}. P, n" '"{a, . . . . .  a,}. a,  . . . . .  a,),, ~. 
It is clear that CI satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) for all i, j <~o. We shall give less trivial 
examples  of c losure operators  in Section 6. 
We note that, if ?1 has  a closure operator  CI, we may assume 4.2 holds for i = O. 
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That  is, we can define CI' so that 4.2 holds for CI' ~,hen i ;'-, 0, and 
Cl '( i ,  al  . . . . .  a i t=CIO,  a~ . . . . .  a~) for i>0 .  
It is easy to check that CI' has the same propert ies as Ci. 
For the remainder  of this section we shall assume Pl is k -extendib le  with closure 
operator  C1. 
Definition 4.3. W is the set of  relat ions O~'~U that satisfy the following. Let 
i+j~<k, i>0 ,  ol . . . . .  ai+ I~ U, and O'___q(Cl~i- 1. a~ . . . . .  a~÷0). If C l ( i -  l, at,  
. . . .  a~+0 ~ CI (i, al  . . . . .  a i) and Q '  A'~(C1 (i - 1, a l . . . . .  a~)) = Q A'~(CI (i - 1, a l ,  
. . . .  ai)), then there is a c ~ U and an i somorph ism g from C! (i - 1, a~ . . . . .  a~, i) 
onto  C l ( i - l , a~ . . . . .  a~,c) such that g(O ' )=On"(C l ( i - l , a~ . . . . .  a~,cJk 
If we consider the extendible structure (U)  with the obvious closure operator  
4.2, then W is the set of Ocs_-'~L) such that (/.L O)  is a model  of Jagkowski 's  
theory T. 
Lemma 4.4. /.t (W) = 1. 
Proof .  We show that g (~/ )= 0, where ~ '="t '2 -  ~"  Now 0~ ~'  if and only if, 
for some i, at  . . . . .  a~+,, and O '  as in Definit ion 4.3, there is no c or g. 
By Definit ion -~.l(ii) C1 ( i -  l. a,  . . . . .  a,) is conta ined in CI t i -  I, 01 . . . . .  a~ IL 
Thus  
tC l ( i - l , a l  . . . . .  o i)t=tc and IC l ( i - l ,  a l  . . . . .  a ,~ l ) l=t  ~. 
where r ~ t~. Let [ bc the identity funct ion on CI (i, a~ . . . . .  ~) .  By Defiqit ion 
4.1(iii) there exists a set {q : r<(o}~_  U such that 
Cl ( i - l . a l  ..... ~, .q)N( ' l ( i  - l ,a l  ..... a i . c , )=C l ( i - l ,  al ..... a,) for r~x, 
and for each r<~o there is an i,,;omorphism g, f rom C I ( i - I ,  al  . . . . .  a~0 onto  
C I ( i -  1, a~ . . . . .  a i. q )  such that g~(c) : c for all c 6 CI l i -  1, a l . . . . .  a i ) .  
For each r < ~o we have assumed that 
4.5. gr(O'l ~ Q N"(CI ( i  - 1, al  . . . .  a i. q )L 
Since 
g jO '  N 'qC l  l i - -  1. al . . . .  a~))) = O n 'qc I  ( i -  I, ch . . . . .  ai)~, 
g , (O ' - 'qC I  (i - 1, al  . . . .  a~))) ¢ O D'~(CI (i - 1, a~ . . . . .  a i, c,)) 
--*qCl (i-- i. al . . . . .  a~). 
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Then letting c~ he tile pl+ohability that 4.5 is true for a given r<¢o, 
2 ' ' ' ' ' 'o -  1 
~x . . . . .  2~7, - -  < I. 
Since there are infinitely many r such that the sets C I ( i -1  a~ . . . .  a~,c , ) -  
Ci ( i -1 .  at . . . . .  a 0 are pairwise disjoint, the probabil ity that 4.5 is true for all 
r<to  is lira . . . .  e~" =0.  Summing over all i, a~ . . . . .  a,~ i. and O'  as in Definition 
4.3,  we get t t (~q = tL Therefore u(~'V) = 1. 
Lemma 4.6 .  W is comeager in "t~2, 
P~0~o|. We use the Mazur game. For t~ < w let s, be tile sequence of 0"s and l 's 
chosen ;It move n, and let t,, = (so • • • s,,). Putting t,, = (c,,, :m <It,,[) where ~',,, 
{0, '} for m <lt,,I, let O,, = {m <lt,,t: v,,, = I}. That is, O,, partially defines some 
O _c_ ,1U. 
Let us assunle that II is even. i.e. player 1 made move n. Consider all i. j < m 
such that i+ j<<k and i>{I.  al . . . . .  a~+t~U such that C l ( i - l , a l  . . . . .  a i+0g 
Cl(i .  at . . . . .  a,) and m<lt , , l  for all m~"(C l ( i - t .a~ . . . . .  ai)). and O'c  
"(CI (i - 1. a t . . . . .  ai, 1)) such that 
O'N' I{CI ( i -  1. al . . . . .  a,)} = O,, n" (C I  0 - 1. al . . . . .  a,!). 
Player II chooses s,,. ~ so that for all such i. a I . . . . .  a,.~ ~, and Q'  there exists some 
ceU and an isomorphism g from C l ( i - l .  al . . . . .  a,~0 onto C l ( i -  
I. cll . . . . .  a i, cl such that m <{t,,, ~l for m e"(CI  ( i -  1. al . . . . .  a,. c)) and g(O ' )= 
O,,, i n 'qC I  (i - 1. al . . . . .  a~. c)). This is possible by Definition 4. l(iiiL 
Let (s,~sl " " ") = (e,,, : m ~ %I)  where e,,, ~ {0. 1}. and let O :: {m e"U : e,,, = 1}. 
For every L at . . . . .  a,+t. and O'  as in Definition 4.3, there is some t~ such that 
m <[t,,t for all m ~'1(CI { i -1 ,  tq . . . . .  ai)). As described above, player 11 chooses 
s,,,l so that Definition 4.3 is satisfied for this i. eq . . . . .  a i, ~. and O'.  Therefore 
O ~ ~ implying player !1 has a winning strategy. By Theorem 3.4. W is comeager 
in "~'2, 
Theorem 4.7.  1[ 0 .  Q I  ~ ,~t/ and  CI (k. e~)(Q) is isomorphic to CI (k. cb)(Ot), thetz 
I~(g I (Q) .g I (QO)  is a wi~z [or p layer i i. 
P rooL  The players will alternately choose elenaents in U to form sequences 
(al . . . . .  a~) in ~t(O) and (bl . . . . .  bk) ill ~l(Q0. Player l I 's strategy will be to 
choose so that, for j=0  . . . . .  k. C l (k - f ia t  . . . . .  ai)(Q) is isomorphic to 
C l (k - J ,  bl . . . . .  hi)(Q0. We show by induction on J that player II m~y choose 
according to this strategy. For j = 0. we already have CI (,k, #~)(O) isomorphic to 
CI (k, 4~)(Ot) by hypothesis. 
Let us assume that 0~<j<k and [ is an isomorphism from C l (k -  
J, th . . . .  a~)(Q) onto C l (k - i .  bl . . . . .  bi)(Qt). We assume that player l has 
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chosen ai+~. The case where he has chosen', bi+~ is symmetric. By Definition 4,1(iii) 
there is some c e U and an isomorphism g from C! (k - i -1 ,  a l . . . . .  a~+ L) onto 
C l (k - / -1 ,  b~ . . . . .  bi, c) such that g(d)=[(d)  for d~Cl (k - j - l ,a ,  . . . . .  a~). 
Let O'= g(On' l (C!  (k - ] -  l, th . . . . .  a~4))), Q'CI"(CI (k - , / -  1, bl . . . . .  b~)) = 
Q~ A"(CI (k - ]  - 1, b~ . . . . .  hi)). Therefore, since O~ ~ W, there exists h,,~ e U and 
an isomorphism h from C l (k - j - l ,b~ . . . . .  bi, c)(Q') onto C l (k - / -1 ,  
b~ . . . . .  b~+0(Qi). Then hog is an isomorphism from C i (k - i -  1, 
a~ . . . . .  a~+O(Q) onto CI (k - ] -  1, b~ . . . . .  bi+~)(Q~). This completes the induction 
step. 
After k choices by each player, Cl(0, a~ . . . . .  ak)(Q) is isomorphic to 
C1 (0, b~ . . . . .  bk)(Qt}, and player II wins. 
Definition 4.8. Let ICI (k, ~b)[ = v. Clearly "'CI (k, ~b)(O) is isomorphic to 
Cl(k, d0(Q~)" is an equivalence relation on "u2. We put XI . . . . .  .Y~ for the 
clopen sets that are the equivalence classes of this relation. Notc that s~ 2 ~'", and 
for r= I . . . . .  s, ~t(X,)= u,/2 '~" for some positive integer u,'~Y". 
Theorem 4.9, Let cr be a sentence of type p(q) with k quautifiers. For r = l . . . . .  s, 
Ct (S(cr) N X,) = 0 or u,12 ~'', S(cr) is meager or comeager in X,, and t~ (S(~r) N X,) = 0 
if and only if S(~r) is meager in X,. 
Proof. Let W, = WN X,. Then ~(W,) =/.t(X,) by Lemma 4.4, and ~ is comeager 
in X, by Lemma 4.6. By Theorem 4.7, for any Q, Ol ~ ~ Fk(?I(Q), 91(01)) is a 
win for player II. Therefore, by Theo'em 3.2, ~ c_ S(~r) N X, or W, c_ S(~(r) n X,. 
This implies the theorem. 
Corollary 4.10. ~(S((r))= u/2 "" fi>r some non-negatit'e integer u ~ 2 ~. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the theorem and 
t~(S(tr))= ~ ~t(S((r)nX, t.
r= l  
Corollary 4.11. I[ Cl(k, ~b) = tb, then T,,~ and 7", are complew theories, and 7"., = T~. 
Proof. This is the special case of the preceding corollary where v = ICl (k. ,b)t = 0. 
Corollary 4.12. I f  ~1 is extendible, then T,,, and 7~ are complete theories, and 
T , ,=T , .  
Proof. Since ~l is extendible, it is k-extendible, and Cl (k, 4,) = d~ for all k < co. The 
result follows immediately from Corollary 4.11. 
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We now turn to the problem of comput ing /z(S(cr)). We assume that Pl is 
k -extendib le  for all k < to so that our  results above apply to all o- of type p(q) and 
not just those with k quantif iers. 
Definition 4.13. Let ~1 be k-extendib le for all k < co with closure operator  CL We 
say that CI is def inable if, for every i,]<to, there is a formula ~b~s(vt . . . . .  v~+~) 
such that the fol lowing condit ions hold. 
(i) 4~ii can be recursively constructed from i and ]. 
(it) For all a~ . . . . .  a, ~ U. 
C1 (i, a I . . . . .  a/) = {ai+l E U :P lb~is (a l  . . . . .  ai+ I'1}, 
Remark  4.14. If Pl is of finitc type, the formula d~# enables us to express the 
isomorphism type of Cl( i ,  al  . . . . .  ai). i.e. there is a formula ~'(~'l . . . . .  t: s) such 
that ~,~lbT(b I . . . . .  bjl if and only if CI (i, a~ . . . . .  a s) is isomorphic to 
CI (i. bl . . . . .  b~). To define "r, let 
CI ~i, a~ . . . . .  a,) = (V  P, n P"~V, a, . . . . .  a,),, ~ 
where V = {al . . . . .  a,,} for some n ~ j ,  Let p(th . . . . .  t;,,) be the complete diagram 
of Cl(i. al . . . . .  a~), i.e. 
where (letting a = (ai,. . . . .  ai.,, )). 
I'P~ (t'i,, . . . .  t, i ) if a e P,, 
/O  P' ( t'i," . . . .  "t'i,,.) otherwise. 
Then 
\ 
. . . . . .  
Similarly. for any Qcql.L we can express the isomorphism type of 
CI (~. al  . . . . .  as)(O). 
Using these formulas we can express Definit ion 4.3 (the definit ion of the set W) 
as a set t/) of sentences of type p(q). i.e. 2 I (Q)~ Mod (q0) if and only if O~ W. 
Theorem 4.15. Let ?I be of finite o, pe anti have a definable closure operator C1. 
Then the problem of computing ~(S(tr)) is recursive in Th (~1), 
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Proof. Let cr have k quantifiers. We find the complete diagram p of CI (k, d~) as 
follows. For i = k and ]= II. we enumerate the t'otznulas r of tile fornt gi~ven ill 
Remark 4,14 (since ] = 0, these r are sentences) until we find a r such that ~?11= r. 
Then 0 call be constructed from r since it is a subformula of r as sho~n in 
Remark 4.14. 
The problem of finding p thus reduces to the decision problem for Th (~1). 
Using the terminology of Definition 4.8. for r = 1 . . . . .  s. there is a sentence r, 
such that ?l(O)~r~ if and only if O e X,. Having constructed p. we can compute s
and it(X,) for r=  I . . . . .  s. and we can construct % Thus we have reduced the 
problem of computing g(S(tr)) to the problem of computing ~(S(~r jnX , )  for 
r= l  . . . . .  s. 
Let T~ = Th (?1)d q~ U{7,}. We claim that T, is complete for all sentences of type 
p(q) with k quantifiers. 
To show this. for m = t~ 2. let '?l,,, be a model of type p with universe U,,, and 
let Q,, ~'~U,. be such tha', 9I,,,(Q,,,)~ Mod (T,). We may definc a closure operator 
CI,, on ~l,. in exactly the same way CI is defined on '?1: for i , j<to  and 
o i . . . . .  tl i c= U,n, 
CI,,, (i. a~ . . . . .  ai~ = {a,+~ ~ U. ,  :~1,. ~ d~,da~ . . . . .  a,+d}. 
For m = 1.2. O,, satisfies Definition 4.3 because Pl,,,(O,,,)c: M~vd {@). Also, 
CI~ (k. d~)(Ot) and C1, (k. d~)(O.~) are isomorphic because ~l,,(O.,)~r, for m = I. 2. 
Then, using the same proof as in Theorem 4.7. l~.~(~lt(O1).~lz(O2)) is a will for 
player il. Thus T, is complete for sentences of type p(q) with k quantifiers: in 
particular T,t---~r or T,t---n~r. 
t.et O e W n X,. Since ~l(O)~ Mod iT,). 9l(O)k:cr if and only if Trt--(r. Recalling 
that g (wnx , )= p.(X,), we get /.t(S(~r)(3 X,)=/.tlX,~ if and only if T,l--~r. Thus 
we can compute g (S( ( r )nX ,  t if T, is a decidable theory. Since q) is recul.xively 
enumerable in Th (~1) and T~ is complete for sentences with k quantifiers, the 
decision problem for T, reduces to the decision problem for Th (~.~1). Summing 
over r = 1 . . . . .  s. computing g(S(or)) is recursive in Th (91). 
Corollary 4.16. If '?1 is extendible and of.finite type. then T,,, is decidable in Th ('?1). 
Proof. The closure operator for extendible structures 4.2 is obviously definable. 
In our applications of ~he above theorems and corollaries to a specific structure 
Pl, we define a closure operator and show that it satisfies the conditions of 
Definition 4.1. This can be a lengthy process. However, there are operations on 
structures that preserve k-extendibility. Thus, if we have a collection of k.- 
extendible structures, wt may form new ones by using these operations. 
lDeflnilioos 4.1"/. Let p ~z ~o be a fixed type. We consider the following three 
operations. 
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(i) Adding individual constants to a structure. Since any sentence can have 
only a finite number of constant symbols, we need only consider the case where 
we add a finite number of constants to the s~ructure. That is, given ?1 with 
unive~e U, we form the structure Pl(ct . . . . .  c~) where c, E U for r = 1 . . . . .  s. 
(ii) Disjoint union of structures. Let S be a set, and for every s ES, let 
Pl~ = (~,  F,~)~ be a structure of type p. We assume U, N U, = ~b for r~ s. The 
disjoint union. U~s  ~1~. is the structure (U, P~)~l. where U = I._l~s U~ and P~ = 
U~s P,-, for tEL  
(iii) Direct product of structures. Let S be a set, and for every sES, let 
~I~=(U,,P~,)~,.z be a structure of type p. The direct product, ~.,,:s Pl~ is the 
structure (U, P,),o~, where U= X~s U,, the cartesian product of the U,'s, and 
each P~ is defined as follows. For a E U and s E S we denote the value of the sth 
c~×~rdinate of a by a(s). Then P, = {(a~ . . . . .  a,,,O ~ P"~U:(a~(s) . . . . .  a,,)(s)) E p,, 
for all s ~ S}. 
In the following three theorems, we will define the new closure operators. It will 
be str~dghtforward to verify that they satisfy Definition 4.1(i), (ii) (definition of 
closure operator) or Definition 4.13 (definition of definable closure operator), and 
this is left to the reader. The closure operator on the direct product satisfies a 
slightly different version of Definition 4.1(iii), but the definitions and results of 
this section easily extend to it. 
Theorem 4.18. Let ?l(c~ . . . . .  c,) be formed from ?l by adding the constants 
cl . . . . .  c~, s < w. f f  ?1 is s + k-extendible, then ~21(c~ . . . . .  c,) is k-extendible, f f  ?l 
has a defimd~le closure operator, then so does ~l(ct . . . . .  c~). 
Pzoof. Let CI be the closure operator for ?1. We define the closure operator CI' of 
")l(c~ . . . . .  c~), For i+ j~k  and a~ . . . . .  aiE U, Cl'(i ,  al . . . . . .  ~i)=Cl( i ,  cl . . . . .  c,, 
a~ . . . . .  a~). It is easy to verify that CI' is a closure operator and that CI' is 
definable if CI is. 
Theorem 4.19. For s ~ S where ISI ~ R,, let ?l~ be k-extendible with closure operator 
CI.. (o~d h't ?t ~- ~J~, s ~)1~. i f  x'~ s lCI, (k. ~)] <R,,, then ~1 is k-extendible. I f  CI~ is 
de]i~mble for s ~ S and IS1 <Ro. dlen ?1 has a definable closure operator. 
Proof. Let ?Ix = (U,, 1~),~  for s ~ S and '21 = (U. P,),:v We prove tile theorem for 
?I(U, LCs. i.e. the expansion of ~21 where we have added tile unary relations U, for 
sES .  Let i+ j~k  and (h . . . . .  a~¢U. For sES ,  let (a~ . . . . .  a~/) be the subse- 
quenee of (aL . . . . .  a,) consisting of those elements in U~. We define 
CI (i, a~ . . . . .  ai)= U~,~s Ck (i, a~ . . . . .  a~.~, I(U,). 
To show that Definition 4,1fiii) holds, let f be an isomorphism from 
CI (i, (h . . . . .  a~ onto CI (i, bl . . . . .  hi). Letting [, be f restricted to U~, L is an 
isomorphism from CI~ (i, a,~ . . . . .  a,t ,) onto CI~ (i, b~ . . . . .  b~). This is because f
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preserves the relations U ,  s ~ S. It is now straightforward to cheek that Definition 
4. l(iii) holds• 
In Example 7.7 below, we give an example shqwing that the condition 
~s  ICI~ (k, d~)l<Ro is necessary. 
Theorem 4.20. For r < s where s < ~o, let ?1, be k-extemiible and let ~l = ~) ..... ?1,. 
Then ?! is k-extendible, and i]" ?1, has a definable closure operator (or r < s. flu ~p~ so 
does ?L 
ProoL Let .9[~ = (Ur P~,),~l for r < s and ?l = (U, P,),~• We prove the theorem for 
91(R,,S,,) . . . . . .  l where R,={(c ,d )E~-U:c ( r )=d( r )}  and S, ,={(c l  . . . . .  e~,,~)~ 
P("U:(c~(r) . . . . .  cv,,(r))~P~,}. For r<s  let CI, be the closure operator  of ,~l,. 
We show that a modified version of Definition 4.1 holds for ~[• 
Let i + ] ~< k and a ~ . . . . .  a~ ~ U. We define 
CI(i. a . . . . . .  a,)=(C~<.Cl,(i.a,(r) . . . . .  a,(r , ) ) (R, .  S,,) ....... -,. 
To show Definition 4. I(iii) holds, let [ be an isontorphism from CI (i. ~h . . . . .  oh) 
onto CI ~i. lh . . . . .  b,). For r<s  le; 
]~ :CI, (i, al(r) . . . . .  a~(r))--~CI, (i. b~(r) . . . . .  b~(r)) 
be defined as follows. If j=0  and Cl(i.d~)=do, f, is the identit~ function on 
Clr (i, d~). If C1 (i, a~ . . . . .  a i) ¢ $ and u ~CI, (i, adr )  . . . . .  ai{r)L let u = c(r) for 
some c ~ C1 (i. a~ . . . . .  ai). Then ]flu) = f(c}(r). 
Now/'~ is well-defined because if c(r) = d(r) for some d ~ CI (i. a~ . . . . .  ai). then 
RAc, d) and therefore RAf(c).  [(d)k i.e. f(c)(r)= f(d)(r). Similarly f~ is 1-1. and 
since f also preserves S,~. f, is an isomorphism. It is clear that f~ is onto. Thus 
f = Xr~ 1'~, i.e. for all c ~ CI (i, a . . . . . .  ai). f(c) = (]]~(c(0)) . . . . .  1", ~(c(s - 1 )t): and 
Definition 4.1 (iii) holds for each CL (i - 1, th(r) . . . . .  a,, d r)). r < .~. The definitions 
and proofs of this section easily generalize to this CI. 
5. General theorems for finite structures 
Let pE I¢o be a fixed type and q be a fixed positive integer. (n,,, :m <¢o) is a 
sequence in +o. and C+I,,, :m <oJ) is a sequence of structures of type p. where 
?[,,, =(n,, .  P,,,+)++t. Wc have a series of definitions, lemmas, and theorems partly 
analogo,~s to those of the previous section. 
R c r~u~ Definition 5.1. Let r ~ Kw be a type. and for each m < ~o and ~¢ ~ K . . . . . . .  n,,,. 
Then we say that the sequence of structures (2I,,,(R,,,~)~, t; : m < ~o) is an expansion 
of the sequence (',)l,, : m < ~o). 
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For m./" <co. a~ . . . . .  a i ~ n,,,. let F(m. a,  . . . . .  a i) be the set of all structures of 
the form (V. P,.. f')P")V, aa . . . . .  ai ) ,~t  where V~_ n.,. and a~ . . . . .  a i ~ V .  
Def in i t ion  5.2. We say that (~1,,, :m <to)  is k-extendible where k <to  if there 
exists a function CI on l J,,,.,,, {(m. i, a l . . . . .  a i) : i + j ~< k.  a l . . . . .  a i ~ n,,,} called 
the closure operator  for (~l.,, :m ,<to) ,  such thal 
(i) CI (m. i. a l  . . . . .  aO~ F(m.  a~ . . . . .  a~t for all m <~o. 
(ii) For all m < to and at . . . . .  a) ~ n,., CI (m. i - 1. a~ . . . . .  a i) m_ CI (m, i, a~ . . . . .  a i) 
if i > 0. and CI (m.  i, a ~ . . . . .  a, _ 0 ~ CI (m. i, a ~ . . . . .  a~) if j > 0. 
(iii) If i>0  there is a function h,j ~¢o  such that 
,lira ~ log n,./h~i(n.,) = 0. 
and the following holds for all ))), t < to. a ~ . . . . .  a~ + ~ ~ )~,.,, and I)~ . . . . .  b i ~ n, such 
that there is an isomorphism f from CI (m.  i. a) . . . . .  a)) onto C1 (t. i, b~ . . . . .  hi). If 
C l (m.  i -  I ,  a~ . . . . .  ai ~ 0 m_ CI (m, i. at  . . . . .  a,) ,  then/ (C I  (m,  i -  1. a~ . . . . .  ai+ ~))= 
C l ( t , i - l ,  th . . . . .  I ) i , f (a ) .O) .  If Cl (m, i - l .a~ . . . . .  a~O~Cl (m, i ,a )  . . . . .  a , ) ,  
(here is a set {c~ :r<h+i(t),)}~ n, such that 
CI (t. i - 1, b~ . . . . .  I)), c,) AC1 (t, i - 1, Ih . . . . .  b e c~) 
=Cl ( t , i - l .h~ ..... I>,) for rCs. 
and for cac~ r < h.()),) there is an isomorphism g~ from CI (m. i - 1. a~ . . . . .  aj ~ ~) 
onto ( ' l ( t . ( -1 .b~ . . . . .  h i . c , )  such that g, (c )=[ (c )  for all c~Cl (m. i - l ,  
Ct I . . . . .  ¢1i j" 
fiv~, CI ~m. i. 49) is isomorphic to CI (t, i, 49) for all m, t < to sufficiently large. 
(v) There is a constant ('~ such that for all m<(o  and a~ . . . . .  a jar ) , , , .  
[CI ( m.  i. a~ . . . . .  a) l[ <~ c'**. 
The definition of closure operator  on sequences of finite models is quite similar 
to the definition of closure operator  on countable models (Definition 4.1). In 
Definition 5.2(iii), lira ....... log n,,,/h~(n,,,) = 0 means that the set {c~ :r < h,j(n, )} is 
large for large t. As with countable models, we need this fact to establish that 
certain sets of q-ary relations are very large (Lemma 5.4). The only really ncw 
condition is (v), the fact that CI (m, i, a t  . . . . .  a~) is uniformly bounded. We need 
this for our counting argument in Lemma 5,4. As with Definition 4.1, we may 
.:ISS).Inle e l  (nl, 0,  a I . . . . .  0 i) = ~({0 1 . . . . .  0i}, P,)u l~plt){(21 . . . . .  a i}-  (Ii . . . . .  ( l j ) t<: t  
without loss of generality. 
It is immediate that the sequence of models ( (u ) :u<to)  studied by Fagin 
(Theorem 1,7) is k-extendible for all k<to .  We also note that any sequence 
Q~I :m <~o) such that 21,,, ='?l, for all m. t<to  is /<-extendible for all k'<co • m 
because we can define CI (m. i. a~ . . . . .  a~) = ~l,,,{a~ . . . . .  a i) for all m. i. j <co, 
(a~ . . . . .  a.) ~ %..  Then this CI satisfies Definition 5.2 vacuously. For the remain- 
der  of this section, we assume (2|..,, : m < to) is k-extendible with closure operator  
C1. 
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Def in i t ion  5 .3 .  For  m <to ,  W(m)  is the  set  of  re la t ions  Qc_'~n.,  that  sat is fy the  
fo l lowing.  Le t  i + j ~< k, i > 0, a 1 . . . . .  ai ~ i ~ t~,, and  Q '  _c ,~ (Cl(m, i - !, a ~ . . . . .  ai + i )). 
If 
CI (m,  i - 1, a i . . . . .  a~ ~ i ) ~ CI ( m,  i, a ~ . . . . .  a, ) 
and 
O '  f7q(Cl (m,  i -  1, a~ . . . . .  a~))= O i ' lq(CI (m, i -  1. at  . . . . .  a~)). 
then there  is a c~ n., and  an i somorph ism g f rom CI (m, i -1 .  a~ . . . . .  a i+0 onto  
CI (m, i - 1, a~ . . . . .  a i, c)  such  that  
g (Q ' )  = O f ')"(Cl (m, i - 1, a~ . . . . .  a i, c)). 
Lemma 5.4.  lira . . . . .  p . (W(m))= 1. 
P roo f .  We show that  lira ....... #(~V(m}} = 0, where  W--(~'~i') = /O ~ qn,,,}-° W(m) .  
The  proo f  is qu i te  s imi lar  to the  proo f  of  Lemma 4.4.  
For  n<(o  let h(n!=min{h. (n ) : i+ j~k}.  It is easy  to see that  
l im . . . . .  log n, . /h  (n,.)  = 0. Let  
d = max {IC! ( m. i. a~ . . . . .  a~)l : m < to. i + j ~< k, a ~ . . . . .  a~ ~ n,,, }. 
Then  d <No by Def in i t ion  5.2(vL 
For  all m <to  and  Qc"  _ n,,, Q~ W(m)  if and  on ly  if, for  some i. a l  . . . . .  a~.~, 
and  O '  as in Def in i t ion 5.3,  there  is no  c or  g. 
Let  IC1 (m, i -  1. a l . . . . .  af)[ = u and  ICI (m. i -  1. a l . . . . .  ai+l)i = t,, where  r ~> . .  
By Def in i t ion 5.2(ii i) there  exists  a set  {c, : r<h(n . , )}~ n,,, such  that  
CI (m.  i - 1. at  . . . . .  a i, c,) NC I  (m, i - 1, a l  . . . . .  a., c~t 
=Cl (m, i - l , a l  . . . . .  aj) for  re -s .  
and for  each  r<h(n . . )  there  is an i somorph ism g, f rom CI (m. i -  I. a~ . . . . .  a~÷ 0 
onto  C l (m. i - l . a~ . . . . .  a i ,c~) such  that  g, (c )=c  for all c~Cl (m. i - l ,  
a I . . . .  , a i ) .  
5.S. For  each  r< lt(n.,) ,  
g , (O ' )  ~ O N" (C I  tin, i - 1. ~ . . . . .  a~, c,). 
Let t ing  a be  the  probabi l i ty  that  5.5 is t ruc  for a g iven r. 
2~-* ' " -1  2 d" -  1 
Then  the probabi l i ty  that  5.5 is t rue for  all r~  h(n. ,~ is less than  /3 ~ '~ 
Now i and  j can be chosen  in (~)  ways.  a l  . . . . .  a~÷t can be chosen  in no  more  
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than n~ ways, and Q'  can be chosen in at most d" ways, Therefore 
~( W(i.  )) < (k ~ ~)nk.~t.,t3~.,, 
Since/3 < I and lira . . . .  log .../h(n..) = 0. 
lin_.~ ~t (W(m)) = 0. 
Theorem 5.6. Let m, t<w such that h~i(n,,) and h~i(n,) are greater than 0 for 
i+ j<~k.  I f  O~W(m) ,  O16W(t),  and C l (m,k ,  do)(O) is isomorphic to 
CI(I. k. ~)(O~). then F~(~I.,,(Q).~'~t.(QI)) is a win for player II. 
ProoL The same proof as in theorem 4.7 applies, with obvious modifications. 
Definition 5.7. By Definition 5.2iiv) there exists an M<w such that C1 (m, k, ~b) 
is isomorphic to CI (t, k. ~)  for M < m. I<  (o. Thus we can let ICl (m. k. ,~)1 = v for 
M < m < e0. Also, "CI (m, k, cb)(Q) is isomorphic to CI (t, k. ~h)(QO'" is an equival- 
ence relation on I J~ ......... {Qc_"n.,}. For M<m <co. we put X,.,t . . . .  X..~ for 
the equivale~lce classes of this relation in {Q~%v..}. Note that s<~2 ~*', and for 
M<m<to and l~r<~s,  
~ (X..,) = ud2 ~" 
for some nonnegative integer u, ~< 2 ~'*'. 
Proofs of the following theorem and its corollaries are essentially the same as 
the proofs ot Theorem 4.9 and its Corollarie~ 4.10 and 4.11 respectively. 
Theorem 5.8. Let (r be a sentence of  type p(q) "with k quantifiers. For r = 1 . . . . .  s, 
/in~ g(S(o', m ) fq X..,) = 0 or u,/2"". 
Corollary 5.9. 
.lin~_ ~(,S(~r. m))= u12"" 
for some nomvegatit, e integer u <~ 2 ~". 
Corollary 5.10. I[ Cl(m. k,~b)=~i, for M <m <w.  then 
l i ra  t~(S(cr, m)) = 0 or 1. 
The problem of computing l im. ,~(S(~r ,  m)) is somewhat different than 
computing (S(cr)) for countable structures. If we assume only that (~1,,~ :m <(o) 
is k-extendible, then our results above apply only to the finite number of 
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sentences with k quantif iers. We can. of course, make  the problem nontriviai  by 
assuming that (91., : m <to)  is k-extendib le for all k <t,~. But this does not include 
the case of ((n.-T-(mod n). x + 1 (rood n ) ) :n  <w)  (Theorem 2.13). where the 
sequence of models splits inte a finite number  (depending on k) of disjoint 
subsequences, each of which is k-extendible.  We give a more general  statel l lent of 
the problem that includes this case also. 
Def init ion 5.11. The  problem of comput ing lira . . . . .  It(S(tr. m)) is as follows. We 
are to compute l im. ,~ i t(S(o',  m))  given: 
(i) A sentence o- of type p(q)  with k quantif iers, where p is a finite type. 
(ii) A procedt:re that recursively enumerates  the members  of a k-extendib le 
sequence (91,. : m < to), of type p. i.e. we assume some canonical representat ion of
finite models of type p and the procedure generates those representat ions that are 
in ,'?1,,, : m < to). 
(iii) A recursive closure operator  CI on (~1,,, :m <to) .  
(iv) M such th~,t CI (m, i. 4~) is isomorphic to C1 (t. i. ¢b) for all i ~ k, ~l. t > M. 
Note that (iii) above includes the case when CI is definable, i,e. for every i. j ~ k 
there is a formula tb,i(t;i . . . . .  q~ i )  such that 
CI (m. J, al . . . . .  a i) = {ai.~ i E [PI,,, [ :~1,,, k~i~(a  l . . . . .  a~, i)} 
for all m <to  and a~ . . . . .  a i ~ I?l,,,[. 
Tl~teorem 5.12. The problem of" comput ing lira . . . . .  It ( S ( cr. m ) ) is wcursice. 
Proof. For M< m <o~ let I~[,.1= n., and let X, . I  . . . . .  X..~ be the subsets of 
{Q~_"n,,,} defined in Definit ion 5.7. Since CI is recursive we can determine the 
isomorphism type of C l (m.  k, cb). Therefore.  we can compute s and i t (X . , , )  = 
u~/2 ~ for r= 1 . . . . .  s. Thus. by Theorem 5.8. the prob lem of comput ing 
lira . . . . .  i t (S ( t r .m) )  reduces to the prob lem of deciding for each r= l . . . . .  s. 
whether  lira ...... p~(S(cr, m)n  X,..) is 0 or u J2  ~'~. 
To compute lira ...... it(S(cr, m)nX, . , ) ,  we proceed as follows. We enumerate  
the structures '?l,,, until  we find some m > M such that WOn)n  X.,~¢ 4~. Since 
,!ira it ( W~ m ) fn X,.,,) = u,/2 ~° > O, 
such an m exists. For eacil m<w.  we can check whether  W(m)nX, . .~  by 
seeing if any O ~ X,., satisfies Definit ion 5.3. Since CI is recursive, this is possible. 
Having found such a O and ~l,,,. we can check whether  or not ~1,. (Q)l=tr. If so, 
l i ra  It (S(~r. m) n X.,.) = u,/2 ~'~: 
otherwise it is 0. This follows from Theorem 5,0, Summing over  r = 1 . . . . .  s, we 
compute l im,._~/J  (S(~r, m )). 
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We have theorems tating that k-extendibility of sequences of finite models is 
preserved by addition of individual constants, disjoint union, and direct product. 
Thcir  proofs may be derived very easily from the proofs of Theorems 4.18 
through 4.20. We assume all the structures are of type p. 
Theorem 5.13. Let s<~o and let ¢)l,,,(c,,,l . . . . .  c,,,~):m<oJ) be ]brined from 
(~1,,, :m < to) by adding the constants c., i . . . . .  c',,,~ ]or each m < co. If (PI,,, :m < ¢~} 
is s ~- k-extendible and CI (m. k. e,,,~ . . . . .  c,,,~) i~ isomorphic to C1 (t. k, e,~ . . . . .  c,~) 
for all m. t sufficiently large, then (~l,,,(e,,,~ . . . . .  e,,,.~}: m <o9) is k-extendible. If  
(~1,,, : m <co) has a recursi~e closure operator, then so does (~l,,(c,,,t . . . . .  c,,,~}: m < 
Theorem 5.14. For r< s where s <~o, let (~21,,,, :m <to) be k-extendible, amt let 
~1,, = t~J,<~ I~,, for each m < co. Theft (~,~l,,, : m < co) is k-extendible, and if (~l,,,, : m < 
~o) has a recursire closure olwrator .for r < s. then so does (?l,,, : m < co). 
Theorem 5.15. For r<s  where s<¢o. let (~1~,,, :m <¢o) be k-extendible, aml let 
~l,,, = ~,.:~ ~l,,, ]or each m < ¢o. Then (~)1,,, : m < ~o} is k-extendible, a~vd if 
(~1,,,, : m < ~o) has a rect~rsire closure operator for r < s. the~l so does (~l,,, :m < ~o). 
6. Applications 
We will prove the theorems tated in Section 2. By the results of the previous 
two sections, we need only demonstrate the existence of the appropriate c!osure 
operators. The oilly property of these closure operators that is not easily verified 
is Defimtion 4.1fiii) for countable structures, and the corresponding property 
(Definition 5.2(iii)) for sequences of finite structures. Most of the efforts in this 
section will be directed toward proving that this condition holds for our closure 
operator .  We obtain additional results by applying om theorems on addition of 
individual constants and direct products. We have two main groups of results: 
those for structures with a successor elation alone (Theorems 2.5 through 2.7) 
and those for structures with a successor relation and addition operator 
(Theorems and Corollaries 2.8 through 2.16). In both groups, we have results (or 
a countable structure and its finite cyclic counterpart, e.g. (~.+,x+ 1) and 
0~. $ (mod n), x + 1 (mod n)). Since the proof techniques for these pairs of results 
are quite similar, we have endeavored to combine them as much as possible. In 
particular many of our lemmas involve expressions of the form x-=-y (rood ~.  
where x and y are arithmetic expressions. If we are applying these lemmas to a 
countable structure, it is understood that ~ = 0, and x --- y (rood ~) simply means 
x = y. If we are in a finite structure with universe n, it is understood that ~ = n. 
We begin with structures having a successor relation alone. The function 
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F(i)=½(3 ~- 1) will play a central role. We will use the obvious fact that 
6.1. F(i + 1)= 3F(i)+ 1. 
The closure operato~ for such structures are give~ below, it is understood that 
i, j<o~ and at . . . . .  a~ are elements in the universe of the structure being 
considered. 
6.2. For (~o,x+l), the universe of Cl(i, al . . . . .  a~)={c<eo:c=d or c :a ,+d 
where ldl<~F(i) and l <~r<~i}. 
6.3. For (n, x+ 1 (mod n)) where n <to, the universe of CI (n, i, a~ . . . . .  ai) = 
{c<n:c=-a ,+ d (modn) where Idt<~F(i) and l <~r<~j}, 
Notation 6.4. In Lemmas 6.5 through 6.10, ~,~2<to and ~11 and ?1: are 
structures with universes U~ and Uz respectively such that one of the following 
holds. 
(i) ~11 =~2l,=((o,x+ 1) and .~l =~,=0.  
(ii) ? l l=(m,x+l (modm)) ,  ~ la=(n ,x+l (modn/ ) ,  ~1 =m, ~,=n for some 
/'H, I1 ~(O. 
C11 and CIz are the closure operators on 21~ and 212 respectively; i, j < (o; i > 0: 
al . . . . .  a i+~ UI; bl . . . . .  bi , l~ U_,: and f is an isomorphism from 
CII (i, al . . . . .  aj) onto C1, (i, bl . . . . .  b O. For a, b~'  we put f(a)=-b {rood ~z) if 
there exist a'~CIt( i ,  al . . . . .  a~) and b'~Clz(i .b~ . . . . .  b~) such that a~ 
a' (rood ~1), b----b' (rood ~,), and f(a')= b'. We fix ao = bo = 0. If (i) holds, we put 
R={0 . . . . .  j+  l}: if 0iL we put R={1 . . . . .  ]+ l}. Thus Cll ( i - l ,  al . . . . .  a~+0= 
{csUl :c=-a ,+d(mod~.O where ld]<~F(i-1) and r~R}.  and similarly for 
CI 2 ( i -  1, b~ . . . . .  hi+ O. 
Lemma 6.5. Let a ~Y_ and c<~O<~e, l f  a-e d ~ Cll (i, a~ . . . . .  a~) for all d such that 
c<~d<~e, then f (a+dl=-f(a)+d(mod~.z)  for all such d. If a+d~ 
C12 (i, bl . . . . .  b,) for all such d, then f-~(a + d) =-f-l(a) + d (mod ~1) for all such d. 
Proof. The proof is an easy induction on d. 
Corollas. 6.6. I]  
CI~ ( i -  1, a~ . . . . .  aj+l)_c CIt (i, a~ . . . . .  a~). 
then 
f(Cll ( i -1 ,  al . . . . .  a~q))=Cl: ( i -  1, bl . . . . .  b~, f(a~+O). 
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Lemma 6.7. Let Cll ( i -  l , a  . . . . . .  a i+ l )~Cl l  (i, al . . . . .  ai), and let Ic],]d[~ 
F( i - I ) ,  Iris<l, and r , s~R,  l f  a ,+c+t~a~+d(mod~,O,  then r,s<~j or r=s= 
j+ l ,  
Proof.  We will show that assuming r~ j  and s=j+ I leads to a contradiction. 
(Assuming r = j+  1 and s ~ j  leads to tile same contradiction.) 
If r<~j and s=j+l ,  then a~lma,+c-d+t (mod£O.  Take any a~ 
C.Ii (i - I, a l . . . . .  aj,. 0- Then a ~ a~, + e (mod ~)  for some h ~ R and l el ~< F( i -  1). 
If h<~], a~Cl~( i ,a~ . . . . .  ai). If h=j+l ,a=.a ,+c-d+e+t(mod~_~) ,  and 
Ic - d + e + tl <~ 3F( i  - 1) + 1 = F(i) by 6.1, Therefore a ~ CI~ (i, al . . . . .  ai). Since a 
was arbitrary, CI~ ( i -  1, al . . . . .  a~+0 ~ CI~ (i, a~ . . . . .  a i), a contradiction. 
Lemma 6.8. Let co~ U., and cl ~ U, -C1 ,  (i, bl . . . . .  b i, col  Then 
CI, (i - I, hi . . . . .  b~, Co)nc I ,  ( i -  1, bl . . . . .  hi, cO = CI~ (i - 1, th . . . . .  b. ). 
PcooL The conclusion follows from a proof similar to the proof of Lemma 6.7. 
Lemma 6.9. Let Cll (i - 1, a~ . . . . .  a~÷O~ Cll (i, a~ . . . . .  aj) and 
b~.~ ~ U , -  CI_, (i, th . . . . .  bi), 
Then for all de  71 such that Id ]~F( i -  1), a~.~+d~Cl l  ( i -  1, al . . . . .  ai+~) and 
P¢oo| .  We need only show a i+~+de U~ and br .~+d~Uz.  If we are assuming 
Notation 6.4(ii), this is immediate, Thus let us assume Notation 6.4(i). We will 
show that ai+ ~ + d <0 leads to a contradiction. 
If ar~ t+ d <0,  then there is some c such that ai+~ = c and 0 <~ c < Id[. For any t 
such that l t i~F( i -1 ) ,  a j+t+t=c+t ,  and I c+t l<2F( i -1 )<F( i ) ,  implying 
Cl~ (i - l, a~ . . . . .  a~0~Cl~ (i, a~ . . . . .  a 0, a contradiction. Therefore,  a~+~+d>~ 
0, Similarly b i + ~ + d ~ 0. 
Lenuna 6.10. Let 
CI~ ( i -  1, a~ . . . . .  a~+~) ~ Cl~ (i, a~ . . . . .  a i) 
and bi+~c~CI2(i,b~ . . . . .  hi), I f  ~=,~,=0 or ~v~2>2F( i - l )+ l ,  then there is 
an isomorphism g from CI~ ( i -  1, at . . . . .  a~+O ~mto C1, ( i -  1, b~ . . . . .  bj+~) such 
that gtc) =/ (c )  for all c ~CI~( i -  1, a~ . . . . .  ai). 
ll~roo|, We define g in the obvious way: for r~R and ]dl<~F(i - 1), g(a~+d)-= 
b,+d (mod ~,). For r~L  a ,+de U~ if and only if b~+de U2 by Lemma 6.5, and 
a~+a-~ de /3~ and b~+~+d~Uz by Lemma 6.9. Therefore g is into and onto 
CI~ (i - 1. b t . . . . .  b~ ÷ O. To show that g is well-defined, let  a, + d =- a~ + e (rood ,~), 
where r, seR  and tdl, l e ]~F( i - l ) .  By Lemma 6.7, r , s~ j  or r=s=j+l .  If 
r, s ~ j ,  then f(a,  + d)----f(a, + e) (rood ~,), and b, + d =- b~ + e (rood 6~_) by Lemma 
6.5. If r = s = ] + 1, then d ~e (rood-£0, i.e. there is some c e Z such that c~a = 
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d -e .  Now I d -e [<-2F( i -1 ) ,  and if c¢0  and d-e~O,  0<~l~<2F( i - l k  a 
contradiction. Therefore d = e, and b, + d ~ I~ + e (rood ~)  trivially. Thins g is 
well-defined. 
Using similar techniques, we can show g is one-t,~-one and is an isomorphism. 
Again by Lemma 6,5, g (c )= f(c) for all c~Cl~ ( i -  1, at . . . . .  a,), 
6.11. Proof  o |  Theorem 2.5. Clearly CI as in 6~2 satisfies Definit ion 4.10) and di~. 
To  show that Definit ion 4.1dii) holds, let i, ]. a~ . . . . .  a~+~, b~ . . . . .  b,, and f be as 
in Definit ion 4. l(iii). If CI ( i -  1, a~ . . . . .  a i .  ~)___ CI (i, a~ . . . . .  a i). then 
/(CI ~, - 1, al  . . . . .  a~ l)) = CI (i - 1, b, . . . . .  b i, f(a,~ D) 
by Corol lary 6.6. If C1 (i - 1. a ~ . . . . .  at.  1t ~ CI ( i, a ~ . . . . .  a~ L we construct he set 
{c , : r<w} as follows. Take coa¢o-C I  (i. b~ . . . . .  b~). Having chosen c~ . . . . . .  c, t. 
take 
c, ~ 0o - }.~J< C1 (i, b~ . . . . .  hi, c,). 
Then Lemmas 6.8 and 6,1tl s late that ~c, : r<~J} satisfies the condit ions of 
Definit ion 4.1 (iii). Therefore by Corol lary 4.10, ~t (S(cr))= u/2'" for soHe , ~ 2 ~'''. 
where e = ]El (k, ¢b)] = ~(3 ~ + I). 
It is evident from 6.2 that CI is definable. Also, Th  ((co, x + l)) is decidable (by. 
e.g., el imination of quantif iers). By Theorem 4,15, ~(S(¢r)) is computable .  
6.12. Proof  of Theorem 2.6. All condit ions of Definit ion 5.2 except (iii) are easily 
verified for CI e,s defined in 6.3. The  proof  that Definit ion 5.20ii) holds is quite 
similar to the previous proof  since the same lemmas are used. We shall merely 
define h,i, and i~ will be clear tha: it satisfies Definit ion 5,2(iii), 
As in 6.11, we construct he set {~;:r < h~j(n)} inductively. We can choose c, as 
long as 
Since 
.U<CI (u, i. Ih . . . . .  b~. c,) ~ n. 
I~C I  (n, i, th . . . . .  b~, c~)l ~<(2F'(i) + l ) ( j+  r) = 3'( j  + r), 
we can take h,(~t) = In/3 ~] - j ,  where Ix] is the greatest integer less than or equal 
to x. Clearly lim,_,~ log n/h~s(n) = 0. By Lemma 6.10, if m, n > 2F(k  - 1)+ 1, then 
for every r<h,~(n) ,  there is an isomorphism g, satisfying the condit ions of 
Definit ion 5.2(iii). 
Now C1 (n, k, 4)  = ¢b for all n, k < co. By Corol lary 5,10, lira ...... g (S(tr, n)) = 0 or 
1. Clearly ((n, x + 1 (m@5 n) ) :n  <,o )  is recursively enumerab le  and CI is recursive, 
Therefore,  by Theorem 5,12, lira . . . .  g~S(cr, n)) is computable,  
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6.13. Proof  o |  Theorem 2.7. We use Ine theorem on addition of constants 
(Theorem 5.13). Of  course, a direct proof similar to 6, i 1 and 6.12 is possible. We 
add the constant 0 to (n, x + I (rood n)) for each n < to. Now y = x + I is definable 
in (n ,x+l (modn) ,0 )  hy (y=x+l (modn j )Ay#0.  and for m, .~2F(k )+2,  
CI (m, k.  O) is isomorphic to CI (n,  k ,  0), This completes the proof, 
Our  other applications are to structures with fl~e additiov operator and succes- 
sor relation. Throughout  he remainder  of this section s, t, u, v, and w. subscripted 
or otherwise, will denote integers. We will use the function G( i )  = 2 '"~' ~/3. Two 
facts of e lementary arithmetic we will need for our proofs are 
6.14. G( i+ l)=SG(i)"'. 
6.15. Let c<¢o, and for i=( l  . . . . .  9 let a~ = uJt;i where t',¢-(t and t,,],lt,/]~<c. 
Then there exist u and t, such that [u[, ]t,]~<8c t'~ and 
Definition 6.16. For i<oJ ,  0<]<o~,  and a, . . . . .  a i, wt . . . . .  w ie~.  
L~(a~ . . . . .  a,, w~ . . . . .  wit is the set of l inear functions H of xt . . . . .  x,, Yl . . . . .  Yi 
of  the form 
H(x~,  xi, V l , .  , v i )=x~+ ~- u "-Z' (X~ -xl + V,+ t~) 
r_1 t', 
where 
( i )  ]{r:2<~r<~i and u,#0}[~5 ' :  
(ii} It,l. tul], ] t ' . l~Gi i )  . . . .  ; 
(iii) for r = 2 . . . . .  /, It, I, tu,  l, It',t ~< G( i ) :  
dr)  for r= 1 . . . . .  ], V, ] (a , -a~+w,+t , ) .  
We will define our closure operators as follows, where it is understood that 
i,/" < to, and a~ . . . . .  a, are e lements in the universe being considered. 
6.1% For (Z,-T-, x + l), CI(i, 4,)= 4,, and if/" >0,  the universe of 
CI (i, a 1 . . . . .  a~ ) = {c ~ ~:  c = H(a l  . . . . .  a i. 0 . . . . .  O) 
for some H e L,~(al  . . . . .  aj, 0 . . . . .  0)}. 
6.18. For (n. + (mod n), x + 1 (mod n)) where n < ~o, CI (n, i, 4,) = qS, and if j > 0, 
the universe of 
CI (n, i, a~ . . . . .  a i) = {c  ~ n : c =- H(a l  . . . . .  a~, w l n . . . . .  w in) (rood n) 
for some wt . . . . .  w, and H~ L~(a~ . . . . .  a i, w in  . . . . .  win~}. 
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Notat ion 6.19.  I)1 Lemmas and Corollaries 6.20 through 6.36..~,, ~ < to and ~11 
and ~12 are structures with universes U, and U~ respectively such that one of the 
following holds. 
(i) ~I, =~2 =(Z. +. x+ 1) and ~, =,~ =0.  
(ii) 9I, = <m, + Imod m), x + 1 (mod m)), 91, = (n, + (mod n), x + 1 (rood n)), ~. = 
m, and ~:~ = n fol some m, n < to. 
C1, and Cl~ are the closure operators on ~1, and Pla respectively; i. i <to. i >0;  
al . . . . .  ai+,~ Ut: b, . . . . .  b~+,e U.~; and f is an isomorphism horn 
C1, (i. a, . . . . .  a~) onto Cl2 (i, b, . . . . .  bi). Thus if ]>0.  
Cl, (i, a, . . . . .  aj) = {c ~ U, : c =- H(a ,  . . . . .  ai. w,~, . . . . .  wi~:O (rood ~,) 
for some w, . . . . .  w~ and HeL i (a ,  . . . . .  a~. w,~, . . . . .  w~O}. and similarly for 
C12 (i, b~ . . . . .  b~). 
We begin with the case when ] = 0. since it must be handled separately. 
Lemma 6.20. Let % e U~ and c , e Ua-C l , (  i. coL Then Cl : ( i - l . c ,0  
Ci  2 ( i  - | ,  ¢ , )  = 4). 
Proof. Assume CI, ( i -  1. Co) ~CI ,  ( i -  !. c0,~ 4). Then there exist wu. w, and Hoe 
L~_,.,(c,), wo~.2), I-!~ ~ L~ ,.,(c,. w,~.) such that 
Ho(co, w~) ~ H,(ct, w,~) (rood -~2). 
Fore=O,  1 let 
H,. (x, y) :=x+l#(y+t~) .  
v~ 
Then 
N 0D r 
and 
it o u |  
c, ~ co +--- (wo~2 + to ) - - -  (w,~ + h) (mod ~:~) 
720 t~ t 
1 
=-- co + - - -  ((t(ov, Wo - u, ~oWO~_z + toUoV, - t, u, vo) (mod _~). 
t~Ot) 1 
[VoVd ~ G(i - 1)6 .~,-' 
<G( i )  s ' '  by6.14 
< (3(i) 3s', 
]toUoV,- t,ulvol ~ 2G( i -  1) 9s' - '  < G(i)3. ~' 
by similar reasoning. Referring to Definition 6.16, this implies c , ,  Ci: (i, c,). a 
contradiction. Therefore CIz (i - l, c(>) n Clz (i - !, c,~ = 4), 
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Lemma 6 .21 .  If ~.l = ~_2 = O. or ~.l, ~-2 > 4G( i -  l) Is' 5, , and 
~a ---~2 (rood (G(i - 1) s5'~ ')!), 
Cll (i - 1, aO is isomorphic to Cl_~ ( i -  l, bO for all a le  UI, bl s U_~. 
Prool~. We define the isomorphism g to be 
g(H(a l ,  w~0)~ H(bl, w~,) (mod ~=~ for He L,-Ll~al, w~O. 
Since .~ ~,~ (mod (G(i - 1) "~' s, ,)!), g (H(a l ,  w~0) ~ CI,_ ( i -  1. b0,  and g is onto 
CI_, (i - 1, b0.  
For e = !, 2.3,  4, let c~ =- H~(a~, w~l)  (rood ~0, where H~ ~ L~_Ll(a l, w~l) and 
H~(x, y)=x+(u~/u~l(y+t~). We show that c~+c~-c3==-c4(mod~tt if and only if 
g (c0+ g(c, ) -  g(c3) ~ g(c4) (mod .~_~). 
I f  c~ + c, - -  c3 ~- c.~ (rood .~0 then there exists d e 2~ such that 
(d+ 11)_~ I -- t t t t '  I~_~l~ 4_ 1~313 q 1~41'4 
U 1 U 2 U.~ U 4 
where 
/~[i ~'~,'| .,} l~2~/2 ll31v 3 /44~' 4 
U t U 2 U 3 U.I 
If d+ u¢:0,  then [d+ut~ l /G( i - - I /~s '  ' and ~<~4Gt i -  l) ts'5' ' a contradic- 
tion if ~ ~ 0. Thus either ~ = _&, = 0 or d + u = 0. In either case it is clear that 
g(cO + g[¢'_~)- g~c0 ~- g(c.~l ~mod ~,). The proof of the converse is similar. 
Taking c_~ = c3 = a~. we can show g is well-defined and one-to-one.  Taking 
c~ = a~ + 1, c3 = th. we can show c~ + 1 ~ c~ (rood _~0 if and only if g(ct) + | ~ 
g(c4~ (rood ~2~. Therefore g is an isomorphism. 
We r~ow assume j > O, 
Lemma 6.2Z, Let ~.t-s:-- c -0  or ~.~.2~G( i -  1) ~s'  ' [tt, tt't<~G(i - 1) ~s' ' Then 
]br ccery w s,wh that v t (w~ + t). there exists some w' such that 
f (a ,  + 1 (w,~, + t))  =--- I,, 1 c " + t~ (w '~ + t]  (mod ~) .  
Com~¢rsely. Ior ecery w' s~ch that t~[(w'~2+t), there exists some w st~ch that the 
aboce co~tgrl~c~lce holds. 
Proof .  Let t~ l (w~+t)  a~d c>O.  The proof for c<O is symmetric. For s= 
0 . . . . .  v-  I ,  
a '+ l (w '~ '+t ) -a '~a,   +s+l (w~'+t ]~(a '+S(w~"+t ' ) t  , v (n, od~,)._ 
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Since f is an isomorphisnl ,  
' s+ I (w~+ (mo: l  ~ , ) ,  
L'. t'. 
Summing  over  s = (} . . . . .  t '--  I. 
v(J ' (a,+l(w~.,+t))- , (a,))=--f(a,+w~,+,)-[(aO (rood •.). 
Now f(a~ + w~ + t) = f(al + t) -= b~ + t (rood _~_.) by a proof  similar to Lemma 6.5. 
Therefore  
 (ol +' +.)=-b, +-' u u 
for some w'. 
Conversely,  let us as.,.ume t, I (w'.~.+ r). If ~ = ~z=0.  the result is immediate.  
Thus  le~ us assume ~.C .~>G( i  - 1) ~5'  ' 
Take  any ,vo. ,v~ such that w,.~  w~ ¿rood t~). For e = 0. I let v](w,_51 + t,.) where 
0 <~ t,. < z;. We claim 
1 1 
a~+-(w.~t+t,fl~a~c + -(U~"~+' c h ) (mod~O,  
Otherwise there exists d ~ 2 such that 
wo - w?_ ) ,~  _ t~ - to 
': " t-; " d + 
and since (w~-  ~ ~/c¢  27 
,d+ ~vo~t w--2 ~ l/G(i-  1) ~~'  ' 
implying ~, < G( i - -  1) 3 ~' '. a contradict ion. There fore  letting 
](a, +-!-w, ,~,+ t. ')~:-:th S..1 {lllOd ~2), 
I 1 
If u'~',------ w] (rood c). then there is some d ~ 2 such thai d -= (1~ - t~0/t'. But ]d] < I. 
Therefore d = 0 and to = h- But then 
/ 1 
a contradiction. Ti~erefore w~, ~w'~ (rood v). 
Thus  as w, ranges over 2_. w~, ranges over the equivalence classes of  ~ (rood I,'L 
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Take wo such tha! w'o ~:~ w' (rood e.). Then e t ( t -  to) and t' I (wu.~ + t). Siacc 
] ( t - t , , ) l e l~G( i  - I )  :~'~' ' 
f(a,+t-t"~--7--.. / ~ b'+!-~t't? (m°d~¢2) 
by a proof similar to Lemma 6.5, Also, 
o~ lwo .~+t) -  a l+  (wo.~l+ --a l  t,,))--= a~ + L~,  '° (rood ~0. 
and therefore 
, '(a, + I + t , ) -  , '(a, *1 t . ) )~ . ( (a~+~)- f (a , )  (,nod ~.). 
Tiros 
f(t,,*l~(wo.~, +t~)~b,  I . + ti' (W'~ + t) (rood ~,). 
This completes the proof. 
L=,,,,~ ¢,.aS. Let ~ = ~_,=0 or {~. ~e>G( i -  1) ' s '  '. ]tl. jell< G(i  - 1) ~s'  '. Then 
for every w such that t" ] (w{, + n. ttzere exists some w' such that 
l! 
f(~il + l-~ (~4'~1 + t ' ) )~ /)l + U { 1t"~. + / ) [ ' , .. (nlod ,~ ) ._ 
for all u. lu{ <~ G( i -  I) s s, ' Cont'ersely. for et, em' w' such that t, I (w'c- ~ + n. there 
exists some w such that the aboee eotzgruence holds. 
Proot, Let u ~0.  The proof for u .<(/ is symmetric. We induct on H. For z~ = O. the 
re-;ult is immediate. 
Thus let us assume the rest|It for tt ~0  and proxe it for t~ + I. Now 
"+ '  ( 1 
Therefore 
( (a '+u+l (w~"+t J ) - " (a '÷~: (w~"+t ' )~ J (a '+ i t "  . , (w.~,+tJ) - l (a,) .  (rood,%).._ 
Rearranging and applying Lemma 6.22 and our induction hypothesis. 
. / (a,  ~t '+ l (w* ,+t )}~:~b,  z ,+ l  ................. c ' , +-,--tT~-, (w '&  . . . . .  + t) (rood e~.~. 
The proof of tile convince is similar. 
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Lemma 6 .24 .  Let Cll ( i -  I, at . . . . .  at+Oc_C l l  (i, al . . . . .  a~) arid b)+ I =f(ai+ O. 
Let ,~1=,~2=0 or ~ l .~2>~G( i - l ) ,  2~<s~<]+l ,  and I t ] . lv l<~G(i -1) .  Tilen for 
every w such that t, I :.a~ - at + w~l + t), there exists some w' such that 
[ (a ,  + U (a .- a, + w, ,  + t ) )~ bt + " (b,~ -~ 1'1 + w'~, + t) (rood ~¢,) 1,1 s . . . . . . .  
for all u, [ul <~ G(i  - ~). Omversely, for every w' such that e [ (b, - Ih + w '~ + t). 
there exists some w such that the abo~e congruence holds. 
Proof .  The  proof  is directly analogous to Lemmas 6.22 and 6.23 .  
Lemma 6 .25 .  Let CIt ( i -  1, at . . . . .  ai+Oc_CI1 (i, at . . . . .  ai} am/ bi+ I = f (a ) ,O .  
Let ,~t=,~.,=0 or ¢ l ,~2>~G( i - l )  "~'s' '. Then [or every w I . . . . .  w)+t and Hs  
L~_~.i+t(a~ . . . . .  ai+~. w~.t . . . . .  wi+t¢O, there exist w'~ . . . . .  w~ t such that 
[(H(a~ . . . . .  ai+~, wt~ . . . . .  wi+~t)) 
=-H(bt . . . . .  hi+t. w~.2 . . . . .  w~+t~.~fl (mode2) 
and H ~ L ,  t,)~ t(bl . . . . .  bi+ I, w'l~, . . . . .  w~, t~),  Conversely, for ecery w'l . . . . .  w[~t 
and H such tt:at HE  Li-t.~,l(bl . . . . .  b,~l. w~¢._ . . . . .  w~t~._L there exist 
w~ . . . . .  wi+~ such ~hat the abot~e cangmeace hohts amt H ~ L~-t.i,.t~a) . . . . .  a,+~. 
Proof .  Let 
H. =xt+ _~ a~(x'-xt+y'+t~)v~ 
for s ~< ] + 1 and let H = H i~.  We prove the lemma by induction on s. For s = 1. 
the result follows from Lemma 6.23. We assume the result for s -  I and prove it 
for s> l .  Now 
H,(a~ . . . . .  a~, w i~ . . . . .  w~O-  H, ~(al . . . . .  a~ -t. w~t  . . . . .  w ,  rf~) 
- - - - - -a~+~(a , -a t÷w~t+tO-a~ (rood ~0. 
U. 
Therefore 
/ ' ( / / , (at . . . . .  a~. w~ . . . . .  w,,~O)---f(H, ~(al . . . . .  a, ~. w~£i . . . . .  w~_t¢~)) 
a (a~ - a)  + w,~ -+ t. !).- _f(aO (rood &). 
Applying our induction hypothesis and Lemma 6.24. 
f (H , (a  . . . . . .  a,, wt~i . . . . .  w.~¢i))~H,(bt . . . . .  I),, w'~: . . . . .  wi~:) (rood ~:i 
for some w~ . . . . .  w~ such that FI, ~ l-.i l ,~(l l i  . . . . .  hx, w~l~2 . . . . .  ! ,~'~1),  The proof of 
the convcrsc is similar, 
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Corollary 6.26. Let ~1 =se2 =0 or  { i ,  ~.  >~ G(  i - 1) 3 s' '. lJ 
CI~ ( i -  I, al . . . . .  a,+ 0 ~; CI~ (i, a~ . . . . .  a,), 
then/'(Cl l  {i-.,o I, al . . . . .  a,, 0) = ('le ( i -  1, Iq . . . . .  b i, f(a,~ i))- 
Nolal ion 6.27. For ,, = 0 . . . . .  4, let 
H~ =x,+ ~ "~--Z(x~-x, + y.+t..) 
,=1  /-~,- r 
where u,,. v,.,, and t,,, are as in Definition 6.16 with i - 1 and j + 1 instead of i and/ .  
Lemma 6.28. Let />0  and CII (i - I. al . . . . .  a i, 0gCI l  (i, ot . . . . .  aiL For ~" = 
1,2 .3 .4 ,  let H¢eL ,  ~,,,~(a~ . . . . .  a,,~,u,,.i~,~ . . . . .  w~..i+t~ 0 for some w~.~ . . . . .  
ca (rood ~0, dwn 
111•i~l  4 [12, i*  I [13d~ I 114,1+1 
UI . i *  I 122.i+ I l ' l . i+  I l:'4.1 ~ I 
Pro i l [ ,  Ee l  ( Is  aSst ln le  
l l l . i~ l  f 112.i+1 113.141 ~ i14. f÷l  
t'~ I . i .  1 1~2,i ÷ I 1")3,i, I L'4,l + 1 " 
We show that this implies Cli (i - 1, a~ . . . . .  ¢1i~) ~ Clt ~i, a~ . . . . .  a~), a contradic- 
tion. 
For g= l ,2 ,3 .4  and r= l  . . . . .  i+ l ,  let 
ll~,r a,. ,= -. 
U~ r 
,y¢ = OZlrWi r 4- ~2rW2r  -- ( t3 rW3 r - -¢ . la rW4r  . 
Then, since /3 i+ i ~ t,1, ~ va  
J 
6.29. 
/3, ~'~ ~1+,5  w' ~ ~ < 
a , . , -  <t, = - (a ,  - a , ) -  Y. - :~-  " : r+ . . . . .  ~1 for somel~ 3~.  ' 
. . . . .  Substitutin~ the right s; "~_ ~ .~ '~ (mod~,)  r st ' . . . . . . .  '%,  . . . . .  ~r  ,~ ~ '~\  
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a~+l- at in Ho(al . . . . .  a~+l, wot~l . . . . .  wo.~+,~,), we get 
6.30.  
i 
c °=a l  + --~,~"1 ((x°r-tx°'i÷l~"~'~{ -a l ' )  
~t+t / .a ,  • 
'+' -o . ,+, , , )~,  + ~o.,+,&~ +x 
+~°' i+ 'w~ torsome w. 
We will show that this expression for Co implies co~Cl~ (i, at . . . . .  aj). By 6.14 
and 6.15, for r=2 . . . . .  j+  1. 
ao, - ao,i+ t ~, = ~ 
~j+t Dr 
O~o,i+t ~/r wr 
O~Or'WO r . . . .  ___ - - ,  
~i + t Ut 
Olo,i+ l "~r Sr 
~i+ t Ur 
where I..1. Iv.I ~ G(i)  and Is, I ~ G( i )G( i  - 1). Let v~ ] (at - al + tD, where It.t < C;(it. 
and let dr = sr - ud,. Then 141 < 2G(i)  2. Now 
Hr:2<~r~j+ 1 and u ,#0} l~ < Y. l{r:2~<r~<i+ I and u~,#0}t<~5-  ~-' =Y.  
Similarly !{r:2<~r<~j+ l and wd,+d,#0} l~<5 '. Let 
< M.  
(..,,two, ~,. .+,(-y,-w~_ ,~o.j.,,s,_%'wdt+4 wt~t+t, 
"'~n take till, Ivd<~G(i) ~'s'. Let us put B = G( i -  1) ~'~' . 
I "{<~G(i -  1) s, ]t:d<~4G(i - l)S; 3h = w' , /~,  where 
.q ~s. Therefore 
- 1) 5, Now 
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where 11"41<~2.5~G(i) s' ' ' .  tt~l<~G(i)  s'. Therefore 6,32 and 6.33 imply I t l l~  <
8B~'G( i  - l )SG( i )  5' +8"  5 'BSG( i  - l )SG(i) s~'' and tv l l -~4BSG( i  - 1)SG(i) 5'. 
Simplifying the inequality for it, 
Ital~ 16 .5~B6G( i -  l )SG(i)  s''÷t 
< 2 .5 iB~'G( i )  s'÷2 
< 2BOG(i)  s'+3. 
Also, 2Be=2G( i -1 ) l ss ' - '<G( i )2s ' - '<G( i )2s ' -3 .  Therefore,  I td<G( i )  35'.  
Then Iv d < G( i )35 '  a fortiori. Lett ing ut = 1 and w2 . . . . .  w i = 0 and substitut-  
ing 6.31 in 6.30, 
i~(a , -a l+w, ( i+t , )  (mod ~0, CobOl + 
--t uT 
where for r = I . . . . .  j, t~, t~,. t~, satisfy the condit ions of Definit ion 6.16. Therefore,  
coECI I (i, a t . . . . .  oi), and since co was arbitrary, CIt ( i -  1, al  . . . . .  a i+l)G 
CI t (i. o t . . . . .  tat), a contradict ion. Therefore  
Ill,j4 l ~ |12d * l 143.f+l ll4,1+l 
[?|d ~.1 t'2,j + I 133,i+1 I)4,j ¢- | " 
Corol lary 6.34. Let  ]>0 and Cli ( i -  1. tal . . . . .  a~+0~Cl t  (i, at  . . . . .  ta~), let ct, ca 
be as in the lemmo,  and  let Is[ <~ I, I f  c l  + s -=- c4 (mod .~0, then 
l~ l , j+ I l' la,j + I 
Ut , i+ l  U,.t,I + i " 
Proof. Take c_~= a~+s,  c3 = ta~, and apply the 1emma. 
Corollary 6.35. Let  co~ U, ,  c i~  U_,- CI~ (i, b~ . . . . .  hi, col Then 
cl_. ( i -  1, b~ . . . . .  b~. co) n Ci_. ( i -  1. b, . . . . .  b,. cO = Ch  ( i -  1. b, . . . . .  b~. 
Proof.  Since c~ ~CI2 (i. bt . . . . .  bi, co). CI_. ( i -  l. th . . . . .  b i. co. c0~ 
CI~_ (i. bt . . . . .  b,. c~3. Clearly 
C12 (i - i .  b~ . . . . .  b~) m C12 (i - 1, b~ . . . . .  b~, Co) ~C! .  (i - l. b~ . . . . .  bj. cO. 
To show the opposite inclusion, let c ~ C1. (i - 1. bi . . . . .  hi. co) N 
CI.. (i - t. bl . . . . .  b~. cO. say 
i tt~ 
t,) + "~* ~ (co - ba + w~+ t~,~ + t i ~ ~) 
~" ta: tal- 
=-b, + ~, T,, t t ' , -  . .  ,~. , " b~+w~,+t '~)+ (c~-b~+w~+~2+t~+O (rood ~,). 
Then by Corol lary 6,34, , ;+t  ---0, implying c¢C1~ ( i -  1, bt . . . . .  b,). 
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Lemma 6.36. Let ~.1 = ~,. = 0 or  ~t, ~-2 ~ G( i  - I ).a. s* ' ~1 ~ ~: (rood G( i  - 1) !). j > 0,  
CIt ( i -  1, at . . . . .  a~+t)~CIt (i, al . . . . .  a~), and bill ~ / - ;2 -02  (i. bt . . . . .  b i) srch 
that b~+t -b t  =-ai+t- at (mod Gl i -  I)!). Then there is an isomorphism g from 
CI t ( i - l ,  at . . . . .  ai~l) onto Cl , ( i - l ,b ,  . . . . .  bi.O such that g(c)=]'(c)  for c 
CIt ( i -  i, at . . . . .  aiL 
Proof, Let ceCl~ ( i -  I, a~ . . . . .  av, 0, say 
c = H(at  . . . . .  a~, w~.~t . . . . .  wi~0 + (~i.t(ai ~-  a~+ wi~ t.~t + ti,~) 
where H~- i .~(a l  . . . . .  a i, w,~, . . . . .  w~0" o'~+l = ui+Jt,~+l: lu~÷al, lq+d. lti+tl ~< 
G( i -  !); and q.~ I (g+t -a ,+wj+,~,+t~+, ) .  
By Lemma 6.25 (replacing j+  1 with ]) there exist w~ . . . . .  w~ such that 
f (H(at  . . . . .  a i, wt~ . . . . .  wfl.O) =- H(b~ . . . . .  b i, w~,_ . . . . .  w~2) (rood .~,). 
Then we define 
g(c )  ------ H(bt . . . . .  b~, w'~_2 . . . . .  w~z)  + cg+ ~(bi+ ~ - bt + ~q + t~.,_ + t~+ .) (rood ~,). 
Since ~ ~ (mod G( i -  1)!) and b~-bt=-a i~-at (modG( i - I ) ! ) ,  
v~ ~t I (b~+~ - b~ + w~+~2-~- t )  and g(c)~ CI~ (i - I, bt . . . . .  I),~ O. Using ('orollary 
6.34 and the fact that f is well-defined and an isomorphism, g is well-defined and 
ct + 1 --- cz (rood ~)  implies g(c0 + 1 ~ g(c,) tmod ~_~). Similarly. since 
C l , ( i - l ,  bt . . . . .  bi+OCgCl,(i,b~ . . . . .  b~). g is one-to-one and g{c0+l~ 
g(c~) (rood ~)  implies c~ + ! ~ c, (mod ,f0. Lemma 6.28 shows that c~ + c , -  c~--= 
c4 (rood ~)  if and only if g(c0 + g(c~)- g(c0 --- g(c.~) (rood ~,). Therefore g is an 
isomorphism. 
To show g is onto. let 
c '=  H(b,  . . . . .  b~, w't~_2 . . . . .  w~2)+ oq+t(bi.~- b, + wi+~2 + ti+0. 
Then by Lemma 6.25 (replacing j + 1 with/') there exists c ~ CI~ (i - 1, a~ . . . . .  a~ ~)  
and w~ . . . . .  w~ such that 
c = H(a~,.  : . ,  a t, w~t  . . . . .  w,~t) + ~+ t(a~, t- at + wi , t~  + t~ ~) 
and f (H(at  . . . . .  g,  wt~ . . . . .  w~0)= H(b~ . . . . .  b~, w'~,  . . . . .  w~, ) .  Therefore 
g(c) = c', and g is onto. 
For c~CIt  ( i -  1, at . . . . .  a 0. g(c )=f (c ,  by definition. 
6.37. Proof of Theorem 2.8. Clearly CI as defined in 6.17 satisfies Definition 
4.1(i) and (if). Lemmas 6.20 and 6.21, Corollaries 6.26. 6.35, and Lemma 6.36 
show that Definition 4. I(iii) is satisfied. Also, CI (k, ~)  = d~. Therefore, by Corol- 
lary 4.11, T,, and T, are complete theories, and T,, = T,. It is evident that CI is 
definable, and since Th ((~, $. x + 1)) is decidable (by the decidability of (~. ~.  +). 
see [16]). T,,, is decidable. 
6.38. Proof of Coroilarie~ 1.10 and 2.11. Addition is definable in terms of -7- if 
we add the constant 0: x + y = z ,~$ (x, y, 0)= z. Therefore Corollary 2.10 holds. 
Corollary 2. I l is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2,10 and Theorem 4.20 
(the theorem on direct products of k-extendible structures). 
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6.39. Proof o[ Theorem 2.13. We take a = (G(k -  I) 3~ ')! Clearly CI as defined 
in 6.18 satisfies Definition 5.2(i), (iil, and (ix,). Now 
ICI In, i, a ~ . . . . .  a.)l ~ ~. ' ( ( ; ( i~ ~ s, + 1 ~(G( i )  + 1 ~*" ~' = c, .  
Therefore (v~ holds. 
To show Delinition 5.2(iii) holds, if j >0  we can choose c, as long as 
U Cl (n .  i, Ih . . . . .  b i, eO¢{c~ ~ :c - lh -=a i~-  a~ (rood Gt i -  1t!)} 
x~.r 
~by Corollary 6.35 and Lemma 6.36); and if i = 0, as long as U .... Cl (n, i, c,I ~ ~ 
(by Lemmas 6.20, 6.21), Therefore we can take h~itnt= [n / (G( i -  L) q i~ 0], and 
Definition 5.2(iii) holds. 
Since Cl(n, k . th )  = ,.b for all n. k <~o. lira ....... /.t (S((r. an + I))) = ( /o r  1 by Corol- 
lary 5.10. It is evident that ((n. ~- (rood n), x + I (rood t~):,n -~, b (rood a)) is rccur- 
sively enumerablc  and CI is recursivc: therefore lira ...... t . t (S(tr ,  at~ + b))  is comput-  
able. 
6.40. Proot of Corollaries 2.15 and 2.16. If wc add the constant 0 to 
(n ,Y - ,~modnkx+l (modnt ) .  we can define +(modt t t  and x~l ,  and for all 
m, ~ >4G(k]  ~s s' such that n~ ~ n (rood (G(k t ss '  )!), C1 (m,  k,  (11 is isomorplfic to 
CI U~, k, 0~ (see t ,emma 6.21), Therefore Corollary 2,15 holds. 
To prove Corollary 2.16, let tr have k quantifiers and ~ = (G(,t:) 3s '  )! For r<s  
and b < a let N,h = On < to : t'21=,,, I -=- b (rood a ~). For each r < s, choose some b, < t~. 
If tn  .... N,~,, t = ,R,,. then by Corollary 2.15 and Theorem 5.15, (~?1,., : m ¢ FI,~, N,~, 
is k-extendible.  There are only finitely many sequences of the form (-'1,-, N,~, : thus 
at least one of them must be infinite. Those that are finite can be adjoined to any 
sequence that is infinite without atiecting its k-extendibil ity. 
Remark 6.41. In Example 7,6 below we show that (co, $} is not k-extendible for 
large k. The reader may ask wh~' we cannot modify our sequence of lemmas for 
(S',-~-, x + I) to apply to (~o,-T) since such an approach works for (?Z, x + 1) and 
(to, x + I). We cannot do this because wc would have to change (~.17 so that the 
universe of Cl( i ,a~ . . . . .  ~)={c~co:c=H(~h . . . . .  a r,O . . . . .  O~ for some H 
l.~Aa~ . . . . .  a,, 0 . . . . .  0)}. in several places, such as Lenlnaas 9.22 and 9.36. wc use 
the fact tha~ H(a~ . . . . .  aj, O . . . . .  0)E~ implies HIa~ . . . . .  a i ,O . . . . .  OI 
CI~ t i ,  ~h . . . . .  t~), Of com~c, this does not hold for (co, -t-). The same problems 
occur in the finite case, i.e, ((n, 4) :  n <to),  
7. Counterexamples 
All the counterexamples of this section are based on the ability of linear 
orderings to define sets which are too complex to be defined by k-extendible 
structures, 
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Example 7.1. There is a sentence tr of type (4,2, 1) such that S(tr )= 
{Q c_Z:(g, 5r, ~,  Q)~cr} is comeager but of measure 0. Let Q be a u~nary relation 
symbol. Let 
z(xo, x~, x> x3, x4) = [xo ~ x~ ~ (x~ < x2 < .r:~ r~ 5~(x o, xs, x~) 
= x :  A (x2 < x~ ~ x : - ' ,  O(x~) ) ) ] .  
Thus for any Q_mZ and ae, al, a2, as~Z such that ao<~a~, (Z,q-,~-~,Q)~Vxa 
"r(ao, al, a2, a3, x4) if and only if al < a2 "< a3, a2-  ao = as -  a> and every integer 
f rom a2+ 1 to as is in Q (see Fig. 1). 
Q(x4) for x4 = a,  + 1 . . . . .  a~ 
^ 
I I I I 





Let cr = 3Xo Vxl =:Ix._ 3x3 Vx4 r(xo, xt. x.. x3. xa). We claim g(S(cr)) = O. For 
fixed ao. a~, a2 such that ao<~a~ <a> 
tt(S(3x~ Vx4 r(ao, a~, a2, x~, x4))) = (½)"-'-'~' 
because x4 e O for the a2 - ao points xa such that a2 < xa <~ 2a2 - ao. Then for fixed 
ao, at such that ao~al ,  
tx(S(:lx, 3xx Vxa r(ao, al x,, x~, xa)))< ~ 1), i) ..... . . . .  ( :  = ( ,  , ,,. 
For fixed ao, 
~t(S(Vx~ 3x,  :]x~ Vxa r(a~,, x~, x,, x~, xa))) = lim (~)~ = 0, 
Summing over all ao, ~t(S(cr)) = 0, 
However, S(o-) is comeager, since it is evident hat the Mazur game F(S(cr)) is a 
win for pla3cr II. For each x~, he simply chooses x2 and x~ large enough so that he 
is free to force xa e O for xz < x4 ~< x~. Thus T,, ~ T, and Benda's result for (Z, <~) 
and unary O (see [1]) does not hold for (~_, +, ~<}. 
Example 7.2. There is a sentence or of D'pe (2,2) such that S(cr}= 
{O c_ 2X:(g, ~<, O)~o-} is comeager but of measure 0, This example is somewhat 
similar to Example 7.1, but here we show that Benda's result for (g, ~<} cannot be 
extended to binary O. t,et ,b(x,~, xa, x3) be a formula of type (2, 2) such that, for 
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(~ ~ zZ and ao, a2, a3~2Z, (Z, ~<, O)~b(ao, a,, a 3) if and only if ao<~ az<~ a3 and O 
is a one-to-one function from A ={x:ao<x~a~} onto l~{x :a ,<x~a3} that 
preserves ~<, i,e. for Yo, Yl ~ A and y~. y,~ ~ B, O(yo, Y~) ,'~ O(yl, Y~) A Yo ~< Y~ --~ Y,_ 
y.~. Thus, if ( Z, ~, Q)l=,b(ao, a,, a.O, then a~-  ao = a~-- a~, and ,tt(S(0(at~, a~, 
Let 1"(xo, x~, x~, x,0 = xo ~ xa ~ x~ < x_, A ,,6(xo, x:, xa), and let cr = ::lxo Vxl ::Ix: 
3x3 r(xo, x~, x,, x~). For a given ao, a~ such that ao<~a~, 
d 
(S(3x2 3x3 r(ao, a,, x,_, x3))) < ~. (~)~'- <(~)'~,-"o, 
i=al-ao+l 
Then ~(S(a)) = 0 as in Example 7.1. Clearly S(cr) is comeager, and thus T,,, ~ Tf. 
Remark 9.3. (Z, +, x+ 1) is k-extendible for k ~9 and (~, ~<) is not, hence ~< is 
not definable in (Z, +, x + 1), An earlier proof of this is due to Mycielski [15]. 
Remark '7.4. Let ~1 = (-'~., <t, <,,) where (x, y)<L(x', y') if and only if x < x', and 
(x, y)<,(x ' ,  y') if and only if y < y', Using ideas similar to those in Examples 7. I 
and 7,2, a sentence cr of type (2, 2, 1) can be constructed such that S~r]= 
{O ~-'~" :~l(O)¢¢r} is of measure 0 and comeager. This solves a problem of Benda 
[1]. 
Example 7.5. ((n,<~):n<~o) is not 2-extendible. Let r (xo)=~xt(xt~xu~ 
O(x~, xo)], and let ,x =Vxo T(X~). For a given a < ~, g(S(r(a],  ~)) = 1 -(~,~"÷~. 
Therefore 
tz(S(~r, n))= I~l (i - (~y). 
and 
linl bt(S(~r. IljJ = l~I (1- (t]~'L 
Bundschuh [2] has shown that this infinite product is irrational. A more elemen- 
tary proof of its irrationality was found by Mycielski [13]. Therefore ((n, ~<):n < 
~o) is not 2-extendible, In fact, no subsequence is 2-extendible because ~t (S(cr, n)] 
still has the same limit on any subsequence. 
Example "/.6. (¢o, ~) is not k-extendible for large k. This is because we can define 
x~y in (,o, ~) by ~z~z~(~-(y, zo, x) = :~), 
Similar sentences how that (0v, -~): n <~o), (~o, E), and ((tv, E ) :n  < ~o) are not 
co-extendible, where E = {( w, x, y, z) ~ ~£: Iw - x[ = [ y - z [}. 
Example 7.'/. The disjoint union of a countable collection of k-extendible sm.c- 
tures need not be k-extendible. For each i<¢o let PI, =(U,, S,) where U~--- 
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{(i, j, a) : j  ~< i, a < to} and S~ = {((i, j, at,  (i, m, a + 1 )) :i- m ~ i, a < to } (see Fig. 2). It 
can be shown that each ~1~ is k-extendible for all k < w by a proof  sirailar to 6,1 1, 
Let ~1 =(U,  S) = 0~<,~ 1~. There is a formula &(x) such that for a ~ U, ~lt:4)(a) 
if and only if a = (i, ], O) for some i < w, i ~ i. There is also a formula "c(x, y) such 
that for a, b ~ U, and 0 ~ ~(.l, ~l(O)~r(a,  b) if and only if a = (i,.i, (l) and b = 
(m, n, 0) for some i, m < (o, j ~ i, n ~ m, and O is a function from {(m, ~1, O) : w~  m} 
onto {( i , j ,O) : i<~i},  Thus for al[ a, be  U and O.c_,'-I.L if ? l (O)~r (a ,b ) ,  then a = 
( i , ] ,O) and b=(m,n ,  0) for some i ,m<to  such that i~<m. Let ( r= 
Vxo 3xt (&(xo) - ->r(xo ,  XOAVX: (3xs (S(x2 ,  xs)AS(x~,xs)) -" ->O(X:) ) ) .  It is not 
difficult to see that tz(S(tr))= 0 but S(o') is comeager,  
8. Conclusions 
All of our results are hased on two rather lengthy and technical detinit ions 
(Definitions 4.1 and 5.2), It would be advantageous to find simpler condit ions that 
imply our 0-1 laws, However,  we have not found any ahemat ivcs  to Detinitions 
4.1 and 5.2. We shall discuss some possible simplifications to Definition 4.1 and 
show how they fail. 
Example 8.1. In Definition 4. l(iii), we need the condition that there are infinitely 
many c /s .  To show this. we can define CI on (g ,~)  by C l (Lat  . . . . .  a , )=  
{c ~ : a,,, ~ c <~ a,. where 1 ~< m, n ~<j}. Then CI satisfies all the condit ions of 
Definition 4. I except there are not infinitely many c /s  as in (iii). Note, howexer.  
that this CI is unbounded.  We do not have a counterexample with a bounded C1. 
Example  8.2. We cannot simplify Definition 4,1(iii) as follows: "'For all 
at . . . . .  a i , t  ~ U such that C l ( i -  I, at . . . . .  a~, 0~(71(L at . . . . .  ai), there exists a 
se~ /c~:r<to}c_ U such that 
CI  ( i -  1. (1 t . . . . .  a i, c~)NCI  ( i -  I ,  a t  . . . . .  ae C~)= C1 ( i -  1, a~ . . . . .  a~) 
for r 7 ~ s and for each r < to, there is an isomorphism g, from CI (i - I, at . . . . .  ~fi, ~ 
( i ,O.O) • • • (L(t,  a)(L O, a + 1) • • • 
(i, l ,O) . . . ( i ,  l . a ) l i ,  l , a+ l ) . , .  
( i . i ,  O) . ' . ( i , i ,  a ) (L i ,  a+l ) . - .  
suc,,essolr of  e~lch ¢lenlel l l  ill ¢Olllnlll (L 
Fig, 2 
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onto Cl ( i - l , a~ . . . . .  a rc )  such that g (c )=c  for c~Cl ( i - l . a~ . . . .  a,l",  A 
counterexample is the following structure ~l =(U,  R, S}, where U = gO V, V= 
~x{ lm,  n ) :m,n~Y,m~n},  R={( (k ,m,  nt, m) :k ,m,  nc2 ,  n l~n},  and S= 
{((k, m. n), n) ; k, m, ,i ,~ 2?, m ~ n}. Thus for every m, n c~ ~; such that m ~ n. there 
are inlinitely many a <~ V such that R(a. m} and S(a. n}; and for each a ~ V there 
exist a unique m and n st,ch that R(a. m} and S(a. n). We define C1 on ~.~1 by 
Cl( i .a~ . . . . .  ai)={a~ . . . . .  a ,}U{c~U:R(a~.c )  or S(ak.c)  
[or some 
k= l . . . . .  J}. 
Tilen this CI satisfies our modified Definition 4.1(iiiL However.  for x, y E Y_. we 
can define x ~<: y by 3z(R(z ,  x} A S(: ,  y)). 
The following observations are due to several discussions with M Rubin. 
Def in i t ion 8.3. Let ~,~1 be a model with universe U, and let al . . . . .  a, ~ l_L j<~o. 
We say that I~ ~ U is algebraic over a~ . . . . .  a, if there is a formula &(t~ . . . . .  v,, ~1 
such that '21 ~,h(a~ . . . . .  a+. b! and ]{c~ U:~lh0(a~ . . . . .  a,. ¢'1}[<~., Wc say that '3 
has no algebraic e lements if. for exery j<(o  and a~ . . . . .  a,~ U. there arc 110 
algebraic elcrnents over o~ . . . . .  a,. ?1 is of bounded algebraicity if. for every 
i, j < (o. there is a constant % < (o such that. for every formula d,(t'~ . . . . .  v,. ~) with 
i quantifiers :.rod every th . . . . .  a i ~ U. we cannot have qi < ]{c~ U:~I ,~d)~ :1~ . . . . .  
a,, cl}l<S,,. 
Prob lem 8.4. It is easy to see that if 91 has no algebraic elements, then P[ is 
extendible {Definition 2.27. Using Eh,'enfeucht games, it can be shown that all our 
examples of k-extendible countable structures are of bounded algebraieit3. Con-  
versely. (g. ~<) is not. Thus. a natural question is: Does bounded algebraicity imply 
k-extendibil ity? This wouid simplify the statement of our general fl~eorems, but it 
probably would not make any of the applications much easier because we would 
still have to lind a winning strategy for the Ehrenfeucht game. 
Example 8.5. Although we do not know whether  bounded algebraicity implies 
k-extendibil ity, we I!ave an example showing that it is not a necessary condition 
for k-extendibil ity. Our  example is quite similar to Example 7.7 except that for 
eact', i < (o, U, = {1i. j, a ) : j ~< i, a ~ Y_} instead of a ~ (o, h is not difficult to see that. 
for each i < (o. the closure operator  on '21~ can be defined so that Cl, (k. d~} = ~ for 
all k <(o. Then by Theorem 4.19. ?1 = (/.,r S}= 0 i  .... ~1, is k-extendible for all k. 
But ?1 is not of botmded algebraicity: for ever}, n <~o there exists a ~/.; st.oh that 
j{c ~ U : S(a. c)}l = .  + 1. 
P rob lem 8.6. The central lemma of this paper (Theorem 4.7) states that k- 
extendibil ity is a sufficient condit ion for the existence of a set W%{Q:  O c_qU} 
which is comeager  and of measure 1. such that for all O, ,  O1 ~ W which are 
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isomorphic on CI (k, 4,), F~ (~(Qo), ?I(Qt)) is a win for player 11. Is k-extendibility 
also a necessary condition? Similarly, is extendibility a necessary co~dition for the 
isomorphism result in Theorem 2.3? 
9. Related results 
This section contains proofs of some theorems that are related to bv.t indepen- 
dent of the results of the previous sections. 
9.1. Proof of Theorem 2.17 (Ehrenfeucht). For n <~o we put ~l,, = (n. ~).  Let L 
be the conjunction of the axioms of a linear ordering. For k <w let T~ consist of 
those sentences ~- such that for all m, n <o~. O~ c_ m. and O2~_ n, if ~1,.(O~)~ r and 
91.(Q2)h-. then FkO)l,,,(Qt),~l.(O2)) is a win for player II. Thus L~-%--*Tr. for 
all "r t, 7_~ Z k such that r~ :p ~'2, and for each sentence ~r of type (2, 1) with k 
quantifiers, L~r* - -~r tv"  • "wrl for some r~ . . . . .  r~ E T~. Then 
i " I 
and we need only prove the theorem for -r ~ T~. 
For m, n <o~ and O~ c_ m, ¢0_.c_ n, we put 
~1., (Ol) ~]~ Pl,, (O_~) = ~l ..... (Or U (ol + Oz)). 
the juxtaposition of ~1,,,(O0 and PI,,(O~), Letting T~ = {r~ . . . . . .  r,_~$, we define a 
function f:'-t----~t such that for all r . s<t ,  m.n<w,  and O~_m.  O2c_n. if 
Pl,,,(O~)~r, and ~l,,(O_~)~r~, then ~l,,,(O~)~l,,(O~)Prr~...~ ~. Using an Ehrenfeucht 
game, it is easy to show that f is well-defined. Thus letting ~ represent a structure 
of the form (1, <~. O) where O=~ or 1, we can define a Markov chain (P,0 ..... 
To show i~-at lira . . . .  V (S(',-., n)) exists for r < t, we need only show that if C ~ t 
is a minimal clc, sed set. then there exists some s ~ C such that p.~ >0.  This follows 
from a weU-k:,own theorem ova irreducible Markov chains (see e.g, [7]). Take any 
r~C,  ~ad ~et Pl be a model of r,. Let (S .=(n,~<.n)  for each n<o~. By an 
Ehremeucht game. the sentences in T~ cannot distinguish the models '.~1 ~ (S. for 
sufficiently large n. Let z~ be the sentence in 7~ satisfied by 41 ~ (S. for large n. 
Then clearly p,~ > 0. 
Instead of proving Theorem 1.1 directly, we will prove a more general 
proposition. We begin with the 
Lemma 9.2. I f  G is a group of permumtio~ts o~ a set A, at~d for every finiw 
~tonempty set X ~_ A there exists some g ~ G s~ch that g(X) ~ X, then for et, e~" ~i~iw 
set X ~_ xt tlwre exists some g ~ G such that g(X) 17 X = ~b. 
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Proof (Ehrenfeucht). Let P be the property of finite subsets of A such that P(X) 
if and only if there is an infinite set HE  G such that h~(X)N h~(X)=d~ for all 
ht, h :~H,  h~#h> For any H~G and SEA we put H(S)={h(s ) :h~H,s~S}.  
We shaU prove by induction on IXJ that P(X) holds for every finite X~ A. For 
tXI =0.  the result is obvious. 
Let P(X) hold for all XcA such that ]XJ<n, and let Y=XU{a},  a~A-X ,  
tXI< n, Let H be the set given by the validity of P(X)+ We consider two cases: 
H({a}) is infinite, or H({a}) is finite, If H({a}) is infinite, we produce by induction 
a sequence ht, h2 . . . .  e H such that 
h . . . .  (Y) N (,~, h,(Y)) = 4~ 
for each m < ~o, Then It, (Y~, fq h~(¥) = ~b for i # j and P(Y) is true. 
If H({a}) is finite there is an infinite set H,~c H such that H,~({a}) is a single:on 
{b}, Since G({b}) is invariant under G, G({b}) is infinite. We construct by 
induction a sequence gt, g, . . . .  ~ G such that g~(Y)O g~('F) = ~b for i# j. We take 
g~ to be the identity on A. Given g~, g~ . . . . .  g,, ~ we choose g,, as follow, s+ Take 
some ecG such that e(b)dl,]'~'~+l t g~(Y). Since the sets h(X) fur h EH.  are 
disjoint wc can choose hoe Ho such that 
e(ho{x,}n ("~j'g,(Y,)=cb. 
Letting g,,, = eoho, 
'm - ! 
Thus PlY} is true and the lemma follows. 
Theorem 9,3. tMycielskik Let A N~ a comm~ble set and G be a gnmp o ~ 
permtaations on A such that for all a e A the set {g(a) :g e G} is in]inite+ We take 
the standard prodttct measttre ta and the standard product topology on ~x 2. I]' S is a 
Borel set in a2 s~tch that g(S) = S for all g ~ G, then la ( S ~ = 0 or 1 amt S is meager 
or cotneagcr it! A 2, 
Proof. Since S is Borel, it is measurable and has the property of Baire. We will 
use sets E c a2  that are the finite union of basic open sets, For such U, there is a 
finite set X c_ A such that for all a c A ~X there exist eu, e~e E such that 
eu(a) = 0 and e~(a)= 1, We call X the support of E+ 
Since S is measurable, it can be approximated by a finite union of basic open 
sets, i+e, for every e >0 there is a set E which is the finite union of basic open sets 
such that /x(S~,E)<e, (SAE=(S-E)U(E -S) ,  the symmetric difference of S 
and E), Let X be the support of E. By Lemma 9.2 there is some g ~ G such that 
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g(X)nX=~b.  Then It(g(E)nE)=it(E)'-, Also since S is invariant under G, 
It (t;(S) n S) = It(S). Therefore 
l i t (s )  - It (S):l ~< iit (g(S)  n s )  - It ~g(E) n El i  + lit ~ El-" - It ~S'?l 
<~ U ((g(S) n S~A(g(E) f3 El) + 2u(S,AE) 
<<4~-, 
Since e was arbitrary, #(S)= It(S)-', implying I t (S )= 0 or I, 
Since S has the property of Baire, S = El&Mr. where E~ is open and M, is 
meager. Similarly S= A2- -S  = E~&M~ where E_, is open and M~ is meager. For 
/ = 1, 2 let F i be a basic open set contained in E i and let Xi be the support  of F~. 
By Lemma 9.2, there exists some ge  G such that g (Xpnx_ ,=4~.  Then 
g(Fp  n ~ ~ g(Et) N E2 
m_ (S U g(MO)NIS U M2) 
= SNM~_USNg(MOUg(MONM> 
which is meager. If neither F~ nor F, is empty, then since g (XONX,=~h,  
g(F~)A F, is a nonempty basic open set COlltaincd in a meager set, a contradic- 
tion, Therefore either F t or F', is ellapty, and since they were chosen arbitrarily, 
E~ or E,  is empty. Therefore, S or S is meager. 
Theorem 1. ~ is an immediate corollary of Theorem 9.3 (we take A ='~/.lh 
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